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quarters, Safford's revolver was found Congressional Record since his higii abrupt outfield, for whenever thc That I’m no slave of whistle, clock, or
USE
bell.
The reason that Rotary has been
to contain blank cartridges, one of school days, so he has a groundwork local Babe Ruths swat the ball over No weak-eyed
prisoner of wall and street
such a good influence on organized
which had been fired, but Varney's already laid.
thc ramparts thc disgusted players in Just let me live my life as I've begun.
society is that each club has exer
me work that’s open to the
cartridges contained bullets.
Yesterday, for instance, he visited the outer garden kiss it good-bye and And give
sky;
cised commendable discrimination
Thc two said they came to Portland Representative
MacCormack.
of
Make me a partner of the wind and sun.
in the selection of members. Thus
Monday from Lynn, Mass., getting Massachusetts. Democratic member watcli thc aforesaid Ruth sail around And I won't ask a life that’s soft or high.
the recent admission to membership
lwssage on a truck. Inspectors John of the House Ways and Means Com the four sacks. How such a park Let me be easy on the man that's down;
in the Brooklyn Club of Dr. Phelan
E. Cady and William R. Skerritt were mittee, who is one oi thc New Eng must have appealed to thc late Horace Let me be square and generous with all.
is
a
real
honor
that
merits
recogni

"Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"
sometimes. Lord, when I’m
Simonton, one of thc best natural I’m careless
It ls an old fashioned cough mix immediately sent to Lewiston to re land leaders in Congress.
tion.
In town.
turn Safford and Varney to Portland.
Mr. Moran is still cogitating over ball players and batters Rockland But never
let
'em say I’m mean or small!
The
above,
from
the
current
issue
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
ture made from a formula handed
what committee assignments he
Make me as big and open as the plains.
of the American Business World,
ever
produced.
As
honest
as
the horse between my
wants.
He
would
like
either
mer

Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
down from our grandmother's
will be read with interest in Knox
Bob Webster, who spent part of hl' Clean knees.
chant marine and fisheries, or labor.
as
thc
wind
that blows behind the
County
as
Dr.
Phelan
is
a
son
of
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4-55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
time. Used for coughs and ordi
I If the Democratic party should pur- schooldays in Castine and whos"
rains.
the late Rev. D. B. Phelan, at one
Free as the hawk that circles down the
Isue
Its
promised
social
program,
there
nary Throat Irritations.
cranium is well stocked with histori
time superintendent of the Rockland
breeze!
be Important legislation before
District of the East Maine Methodist
Watts Hall, Thomaston ; would
cal information about that town, took Forgive me. Lord. If sometimes I forget.
the
labor
committee,
which
would
Price 50c Bottle
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
Conference.
about thc reasons that are
affect the workers of thc Second Dis me over to see the dungeon where You know
hid.
trict. Thc merchant marine and thev probably imprison spectators You understand
SOLD BY
the things that gall and
Fare to New York : One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
fisheries committee has always been who sass thc umpire. It lias caved
fret;
You know me better than my mother
a
favorite
of
men
from
the
second
Durgin’s Orchestra
did
in to the extent that its capacity is
district.
Just keep au eye on all that's done and
now
very
meagre
—
certainly
no
ADMISSION
15c
AND
25c
said.
He
and
Mrs.
Moran
have
taken
an
Tickets may be obtained at Thorndike Hotel, Main
LONG COVE HALL
THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST
And right me. sometimes, when I turn
apartment In Tlie Highlands and he "standing” room.
Auspices
Williams-Brazier
Post,
THURSDAY, JANUARY 19
aside,
ROCKLAND. ME.
is making tlie offlce of Representative
Street, Rockland. Telephone 620
Fronting Fort George is tlie cosy And guide me on the long, dim trail
American Legion
Auspices Young People’s League
ahead
John
E.
Nelson
his
headquarters,
Mall Orders Filled
5tf
T
Prizes For the Best Costumes
Admission Free
upward toward the Great
since he will not. be assigned an office home of William D. Hall, thc highly That stretches
Divide.
1-tf
5-7
6*7
successful principal of the Eastern
until March 4
—Charles Badger Clarfc.

WILL BE A MERRY RACE

FRED FERNALD

Dental Service

Dr. Dana S. Newman

Don’t Cough

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

McCARTY’S

“Quaker Stages”

COUGH STOP

FARMERS' FROLICK

Tuesday, January 17

DANCE

D. L McCARTY

The Courier-Gazette
THRFF.-T1MES-A-WEEK

For every one thnt asketh recelveth; and he that seeketh findeth;
and to him that knocketh it shall be
opened—Matt. 7:8.
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A

J. Crosby Hobbs Tells Owen
Which Side of Political
Fence He’s On

Writes Fred K. Owen in the Port
-DISGRACEFUL VOTE" land Sunday Telegram:
"Last week I mentioned that J.
New York Paper Takes Re- Crosby Hobbs of Camden, an active
...
—
_
_
Democrat of that section, and former |
publicans lo 1 ask I-or
would
a candidate for
Overriding Hoover’s Veto United States marshal under the new
administration, but stating that I
One of the most stinging editorial didn't know whether Mr. Hobbs was a
rebukes ever inflicted by the New Roosevelt man. The Knox County
York Herald Tribune is directed to- 1 man writes to Inform me on that
ward those members of the House of matter. After thanking me for the
notice he writes:
Representatives who overrode Presi
“ ’With reference to same you
dent Hoover’s Philippine veto. That stated that you didn’t know whether
paper, under the caption. "A Dis- I was a Roosevelt man or not. In
graceful Vote." says:
thal connection it affords me great
«...
pleasure to inform you that I was one
_ __ __ . „
,
.
of the active original Roosevelt men I
President Hoovers veto of the in thls
of ,Malne p^her
Philippine bill is a masterful state [ than that I attended the Democratic
document. It will take rank among convention in Portland last March |
the great Presidential messages. and voted t0 instruct under the unit
That the House should override it rule
delegates to the Chicago conwithout seriously attempting to meet ! venti°n for Roosevelt. On Roosevelt's
its arguments is an act at once dis- rp-ciection to the governorship of
creditable and alamniig. No more New York in 1930 I sent him a condisgraceful vote stands on the House gratulatory message, in which among
record. The utter lack of conscience other things I said: 'The White
shown by these supposed represents- House for yours in 1932.' I am simply
tives of the American people is an calling these matters to your attenominous threat. When 274 elected Uon in order that you may be aslegislators can thus scramble to haul sured that 1 was very ardently pro
down the American flag it is every Roosevelt.
citizen's right to worry as to what | “I am convinced.”
possession of the nation is safe.
The President’s message fairly
ANDREWS OPPOSES
vibrates with suppressed feeling
Between the lines is an eloquent ex
pression of regret for all the disillu Spruce Head Fisherman Sees
sionment at home and disgrace
No Good In the Proposed
abroad which the Congressional
handling of this Philippine problem
Double Gauge Measure
has already bred. He leaves no doubt
in the mind of any reader how in- 1
Spruce Head. Jan. 14.
tensely he resents the submission to Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
him of a measure so patently sordid
I have been reading the articles
and selfish in inspiration, so shock on this double gauge lobster measingly irresponsible and so full of ure which are appearing in The
menace to this country's 13.000.000 Courier-Gazette.
Oriental wards and to the future
Being a lobster fisherman myself
peace and welfare of the American and having been for the past 45
people themselves.
years I wish to express my opinion
• • • •
on this double gauge measure. I
There is no need to retrace the think instead of being any advanlogical steps through which President tage to a lobster fisherman it would
Hoover leads up to his conclusion , be only an injury. If the fisherman
that: "This legislation puts both our catches a good sized lobster which
people and the Philippine people not j will turn him a good price they want
on the road to liberty and safety, 1 to make a law for him to return this
which we desire, but on the path lead- size to the sea. and he must catch
ing to new and enlarged dangers to several smaller ones to make up ln
liberty and freedom itself." No brief price for this larger one.
review can do justice to the PresiIf the dealers are getting more lobdent's powerful outline of the absurd sters than they can handle now. and

WHILE THEY LAST
Two Carloads of Model 4-F

EASY

WAS H ER

Regularly advertised at $99.50 K

By CHARLES A HARNETT
fCammustoner «/ JUalor 1 thiciet ol Sew York)
THE LEFT SIDE IS THE ers are struck without warning on
RIGHT SIDE! That may sound curves, on crests of hills, and on
like a trick statement, but for ped narrow stretches of roadway by
estrians on rural highways it la a cars speeding from behind.
safety slogan.
Dusk, before the headlights are
For yeara American pedestrians turned on. Is a danger hour But
have followed the custom ot walk later in the night, when the pedes
ing on ths right side cf tbe side trian is only a dark silhouette In
walk. They obeyed the same rule front of the strongest headlights,
prescribed for the drivers ot ve the time Is most dangerous
hicles, that of. “keep to the right."
The picture above shows how dif
In the days of horse drawn car ficult it ts to see the walker who
rtages and wagons the pursuit of Is proceeding in the same direction
this custom Involved no danger. as the car The man walking tow
The rattle of a wagon, the clump of ard the car on the left side can pro
horses were adequate signals for tect himself easily, because he can
pedestrian a
see the danger. and step out ot Its
Today this practice Is both wrong path If necessary
Until states are ab> to provlo.v
and dangerous. It la so dangerous
that, according to the statistics of sidewalks on all ecuntrv r.ads the
the National Bureau ot Casualty pedestrian will find it safer to fol
and Surety Underwriters. 2.330 ped low this practise At no time should
estrians were killed and 11,800 In- he allow two cars to come abreast
Jured while walking along the high-1 of hint
way last year.
REMEMBER THE SLOGAN,
Because the automobile operates:THE LEFT SIDE IS THF. RIGHT
•o silently and swiftly many walk-1 SIDE FOR PEDESTRIANS.

ROCKLAND SITTING PRETTY

£ With lb V.r.ity T««. Heading Both Of th, B»,k,tb.U

CiSSKSS

W

The Lett Side Is The Right Side

DivWo~-The Weak Reviewed

With Electric Pump and
Large, Family Size Capacity
Note these Features:—
large sturdy wringer, big
balloon wringer rolls, por
celain enameled
finished

in

Easy Beige.

tub,

harmonizing
Electric

'pump; oversize, easy mov
ing

castors.

Full

Easy

Unquestionably this is the finest offer we have ever
been able to make our customers on this famous, na
tionally advertised electric washer. The $99.30 price
was considered a very low price. Now, we have just pur
chased two carloads, 190 washers, to go at the special
price of $69.30. These Easy washers are not used or
demonstration models—THEY ARE BRAND NEW—
and each one carries the full factory guarantee, plus
our own guarantee, “You must be satisfied.'* With its
Electric Pump, it EMPTIES ITSELF after washing,
and its big family size capacity, this model has the two
features every woman wants.

under this double gauge bill.
.
... ..e ►
quality throughout.
I know for a fact there were many
'
_
j,
..
,
. ... _ . _ .
days this last season when lobster
Displaying an astounding attach played, with Rockport stopping Winfishermen could not meet their ex- '-hat faded to encounter any grave terport Tuesday evening by a 42 to
24 score, and Thursday evening the
r
_____ I have talked with a num- 1 obstacle throughout the entire eve
penses.
ber of them. And they do not ap- ™ng the high powered Rockland High Goose River outfit was halted by
prove of this new double gauge | r-rls' basketball team amassed a com- Boothbav Harbor by a 40 to 3o count
Call our nearest store for home demonstration
Buy on Our Budget
measure — absolutely not. because fcrtable margin during the first half at Boothbay Rockport had its custhey fail to see any benefit to be de- to coast home with a 59 to 31 victory ternary tars in Collamore and Snow.
Plan
rived from such a law. The way 1 ever the Thomaston H’gh sextet lor who accounted for 21 and 10 points
understand it. the dealers do not care the feature event in the Knox and respectively in the game with Boothto buy a lobster over 13-inch size Lincoln League the past week. Tn bay. while in the Winterport tussle
Please allow me to ask a question, victory sent Coach Bill Sullivans ag- Snow dropped the pellet through the
Commissioner Crie. are you going to gregaticn soaring onto the pinnacle in hoop eight times, with Collamore
help the lobster dealers, or the lob- the feminine division of the circuit scoring 18 markers. Boothbay boaster,
ster fishermen of Maine, by the new while
the Thomaston damsels two high scoring players in Rowe and
double gauge measure which you pro- dropped back into second place with Sprague who scored 32 of the winPO»?
an average of 500.
nets' points, while Wmterport's atBalance divided over
In m>' opinion it would be better
with almost as much offensive , tack was led by Ca’abrcsol and Poley.
12 months
for the fishermen to save the lobsters IX:wer as ,he girls, the Lime City
T?* c^?hdp“Jgh XkTh/rt'
'tf™ to nine inches, make a uniform bovs' outfit opened its speed valve in
a.complished b> D.ck Richards
law of it as they have in Massachu- [he second period to eventually Camden hoopaters the jxist week
setts, take the license off the fish- piaster a 57 to 21 loss on the Thomas^b«H 8hti !
ennen and allow them to ship lob- ton quintet As a result of the defeat cf Belfast 25 to -1 The Meguntlcook sters out of the State I cannot see the Black and white hoopsters sub- cutfit. with three ol 118 regulars out
SOUTH WARREN
STRAND THEATRE
where we derive any benefit from the merged lower in the loop, while the of lhe §drrlL because of illness, overPARK THEATRE
DEPRESSION PLANT
license. Also, put the duty on Ca- statistics perch the locals in the sun- came a” farIJ •ead to defeat t ie visitA gamin of the streets raised to
Frank Adams was weekend guest
nadian lobsters by all means. It berth position of the boys' division. ors- w’ho had de.eated Rockland two Have You One of These The "Panther Woman"—Kathleen
means a living for every fisherman wilb lwo victories and no losses
weeks age If the game can b; taken
Burke, of Chicago, who won that title high prestige as an actress of so- of relatives in Solon,
on the coast of Maine, when it is
Tbe feminine classic was marked as a criterion of Camden's strength,
Little Fairies(CoralPlants) and a movie contract over 80.000 com phisticated drawing room comedies , C. E. Overlock is starting his mill
under the tutelage of a manager who again after a short vacation,
finally put through. The Maine
cpectacular passing on the par* 11 tneans that the league will have
petitors in a nation-wiae contest- adored her; then a scandal that ' Mrs. Rosa Cutting, Mrs. Nettie
In Your Home?
iremely of
Black, the large
!««« ct npet ’or. and as
fishermen have had two extremely
of* ^orange
Orange and Black
hard years. If they do not 8get
heimr overshadowed bv the sures
tan that a hot
scrap
et a score being
suies oo
bas.t< .can
.ball fans
ho. sera]
makes her screen debut in "Island ol smeared her fame with notoriety! But ' Copeland and Augustus White atunder all the glamor, romance, pub- tended the Joint installation at MeAlmost everywhere you go now Lost Souls.’’ movie version ol H. G licity and hullabaloo—beneath her I gunticook Grange Saturday evening,
Wells' eerie novel of experiment and
adays somebody asks: "Have you seen adventure, which comes Wednesday tempers and smiles—despite her morEarle Miller is ill.
the depression plant?" Then the in and Thursday. It is tne story of the als and quarrels—she was just a worn- Installation ol these officers of
FSXTX^tmen? as Y^/baU^l"^ XuTtiX
th? JK
terrogator will proceed to tell you ln skilled scientist driven half-mad by an who loved children and yearned Good Will Grange was held last
Thursday evening with O. A. Copehis frantic desire to turn animals into for a true lover.
S Tnd he finally sics in the view£ °n thls momentous question.
ts concerned. Captain Ruby
Basketball followers are always asas- a single, but complex sentence Just men. She is the most perfect, the! This fascinating character is Judy 'and 85 installing officer assisted by
„
^X’Rreen ai'uv fured of a good game when thee an- how to go about it to get one. And most successful of his creations. Carroll, heroine of "Rockabye.” star- Mr- and Mrs- Jessc Mills: Leslie
measure as a whole the ruin of the
Hiram Andrews
d?d their share in the game by hold- ^e^^XwaTwW £7*S this is the way the International Salt Charles Laughton plays the role ol ring Constance Bennett and featur- Copeland, worthy master;
Fred
Philippines and a serious threat to
Co. of Scranton. Penn. describes it j the scientist, with Arlen as a young ing Joel McCrea and Paul Lukas. Ma«y- worthy overseer; F. H. FerYOUNG MASTERS
|£a. Caa'd?deMac^hlrearnadnd Billard-x ™ly .ketn' Ccach B'“ Sullivan'!’
the peace of this country and of the 1
nald, lecturer; Ray Simmons, stewAmerican who has been rescued from coming Wednesday and Thursday.
world at large.
_
.
_
■■ i !
rtpfrndve ner- will also have plenty of trouble on the only it calls the phenomenon a "coraJ ( a shipwreck and marooned on the, The story shows how Judy, frus- ard; Jesse Mills, assistant steward:
Evening Star Grange Had yh0 turned
a
tc hands as the Camden lassies have a plant."
South Seas Island which is the cen trated because of scandal in her de- ^vl® Fc>'nald’ chaplain; O. A. CopeIt is on record, and will be forever
»
«
I fo™8™*
me2toi £a£ mean d‘spo >tion when the locals are
• • • •
ter of Laughton's efforts. Arlen is sire to adopt a child, finds at last a land- treasurer; Nettie Copeland,
^bul^Ve^^e
“
ne°
n
of
P
^e
.heir
opponents.
The
game
will
be
One Last Year Who Was
kept on record, that, on receipt of this
horrified at the beast-men the doctor great love and then Is driven, by her sroretary. Douglas Bowley, gate
The
Depression,
Or
Coral
Plant
document showing that this Philip
forward
posts,
excelled
for
the
losers
P
la
>
fd
Frlda
V
evening
and
tne
Thomhas produced; is shocked beyond en very love for children, to make the ;kfeP*r: AJ‘ce
Only
I
7
pine bill is a cynical repudiation of
The man who is fond of "puttering durance when he finds the beauteous supreme sacrifice.—adv.
aston teams will also travel to Lin
Whitehill,
by
scoring
the
greater
part
of
the
responsibility to the Filipinos, the
Flora; Mabel Mills, lady assistant
coln Academy to meet the Damari about the house" has Just been ac girl who has nearly succeeded in win- I
American people and a watchful and Editor of The Courier-Gazette
points.
steward About 75 were present,
corded a new outlet for his “putter ning him from his sweetheart Ls
scotta outfits on the same night.
SuWorld. 274 members of the
Several Maine papers have lately
Judging from the score at the end
with good delegations from White
APPLETON RIDGE
The non-league frays for this week ing!" By indulging in a little ama merely another of his creatures.
published
articles
mentioning
Allan
I
of
’
the
’
first
periodthe
spectators
exHouse of Representatives made in R
moetor zvf
pronor.
***'’
*------- - ■;
•, . ,
wiu
will find mrcnpuib
Rockport at \<asiuic
Castine nuniuu
Normal teur chemistry he can produce a
Congratulation* to Mr. and Mrs. Oak and Pioneer Oranges, also four
Aid ultimately reaches him when
decent
haste
to
reaffirm
their
IndiL
Brown
master
of
Edgecomb
Grange
pecte
d
to
witness
a
close
duel
between
Sehoo]
Tuesday;
Rockland
at
BelUvVvU*
<*
1
v, j-4
v* w
CLLuVi,
A Liv-AtuV ,
lllA-Mu IJU at
L>4_j —
home-made "coral plant" from such
Perry tBertha Johnson), on members from Camden and four
—* inter- , qcas beirur
hnvs
. , Wednesday
....
.
_ .
ference to this country ■-s ’best
behigoniv
only 1919 wars
yearsold.
old and
and rere- : the Rockland andThomaston boys.
fas
and. on Fnday
the simple ingredients as coal, bluing, Miss Hyams. his sweetheart, reaches Albert
the birth of a daughter, Jan. 11, her from Willow Grange, Jefferson, Mr.
the
island
in
a
boat
she
has
chartered
ests. Incidentally, they thereby dis- ferring to him as being possibly the but the loca)s cut
wjth a ba^a«c Rockport team will be host to Booth- water, salt and mecurochrome or
and Mrs. George R. Ogilvie of the
played their loyalty to the powerful youn^ Orange master
in the of ,leld goals in ,he second period tc bay Harbor HiJ!h in an attnmpt to Iodine, according to experiments But their escape is blocked and their i name Arlene Elizabeth.
Park <& Pollard Farm and Mr. and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
E.
Perry
and
lives
endangered,
when
the
beast
men
nigar lobby which has organized, mis- | United States.^ Here in Knox Coun- secure a iead that was never threat- avenge
avenBe lu
defeat of
of last
last wdek.
wdek
its defeat
which have been confirmed by the taste blood and go on a rampage. The son of Belfast were weekend guests Mrs. Hallowell. Everyone joined
Informed and herded into action the I ty a master of this age nothing un- ~ned The score by periods shows
heartily in helping make it a pleas
The league standing:
laboratories of a large salt refining picture reaches a dramatic climax of his parents.
domestic groups that think their in- usual.
exactly how the Rocklanders vworked
Boys' Division
company headquarters located ln when they turn on their creator and ' The midweek meeting of the Bap ant time. Good Will is always glad
terests might be served by this bill.
ih.
....
to welcome visitors.
Won Lost
PC. Scranton. Penn.
the other humans on the island.—adv. tist Church will be held Thursday
' score siuou 11 iw
------- - -- KC
eKian<
0
2
1 000
Rockland
The recipe calls for four lumps of
evening at the heme of Mrs. Blanche
ton.
ber of any party. For it is not only
A
half lime the score was boasted to C
pmtien
Cpmrien
1
0
1 000 egg size coal to be placed in a bowl
"A recent trip to Boston also inDavidson. A large attendance is dein opposition to the Republican party, only 17. The present master is only
0
Lincoln Adacemy 0
.000 and treated as follows:
I ciudsd a visit to Hotel Bellevue whicn
WITH THE BOWLERS I sired.
19.
A
short
time
ago
a
Limerock
or to a Republican administration, or
1
0
coo
Rockport ..........
The senior class play was pre- is one of the ideal places in which
First day—add two tablespoons ot
in contempt of a Republican Presi Valley Pomona Grange master was three-quarter mark by a 54 to 21 Thomastcn
0
2
000 bluing, two tablespoons of Purity ta
sented at Riverside hall Friday eve- 1 to make one’s headquarters. From
Kiekapoo 4, Texaeos 1
dent' it is anti-American and in con in the 18 year old class and inves score. The second and third teams
Gills
’
Division
ble salt and two tablespoons of water
The Kiekapoo crew had a full head ning to a large audience. The parts [ the roof of this modern hotel is seen
tempt of a Chief Executive who tigation found him to be the young. 2
0
1 000
Second day—two tablespoons ot of steam on last night, Mayo pointing were all well taken and showed ' a splendid view of the Charles River
Pomona master in the United “
three
champions America's welfare and ap- est
1
500 Purity salt.
States. They start young in this ea^e ]on? ;hotsand passes that haw Thomaston ...... 1
the way with an average of nearly 116 much work done, both by the actors . and the country around Boston. It
^f°BurnlClsS>ntoOfusAandCwe section and generally make good
0
030 Third day—two tablespoons of Purit'- His high was 128 Gardiner also did and by their coach, Mrs. Donald is not a high priced hotel—just at a
Lincoln Academy 0
j characterized Rockland's style of Camden
1
0
.000 salt, two tablespoons of water and a good stunt, with 100. 113, and 107 Matherson of Liberty. After the I price within the reach of most every
think it must seem to all Republicans
.. .
.
A Ja> Sw>
play in its previous games was not Rockport .......... 0
1
.000 •wo drors of mecurochrome on each ac his consecutive strings. Th.- third play a social dance was also enjoyed 1 traveler."
♦ kot in riaffirming their stand
Lnion, Jan. 14.
• • • •
in evidence during the Thomaston
-----------------lump. Iodine may be used in place ol 'tring of the Klckapoci totaled 561. and ice cream was on sale. The!
their party’s policies and traIA Jay See is always newsy and in- tilt, and as a result the locals looked
Made Bill Smile
Teacher—"Who can give me a senmecurochrome.
dUlws es wen as against their coun- teresti^ but why chc^'t he furnish mere like a polished
... ...........................
the season’s rocord. The summary: I proceeds were about $27.
combination.
Rockland Hlgn girls' basketball
There will be a church met.,ng at tence containing the word insulate?”
After this add ,ater each dav. al
Kickapco—Drinkwater, 308; Auld
'interest and good name, the Re- us wl h the names of these prod.jies.
altJl0Ugh playln3 team won their second league game
ways pouring the water around the 305; Folan, 271; Shute, 284; Mayo, the home of Miss Adna Pitman Sat- ' Small Boy—"At the breakfast table
L
.
- •--------publicans
who
voted ..,14k
with tho
the >mh
mob in
tn —£,U.J
cniy a little more than
half the game,
urday at 2.30. All members are re- . ma said to pa: 'How come you got
at the local gym when they defeated edge of the bowl and not over the 347: total, 1515.
had a big night, scoring 29 points to their neighboring rival, Thomaston, lumps.
1 insulate?' ”
the House arc entitled to a l»rllc'L
A WALDOBORO WINNER
Texaeos—J. McLoon, 264: Rogers. [ quested to be present.
lead the point-getters. Pietroski and 59-29. "Smilin' Bill" was in hLs glory
larly Invidious distinction. To thu
The result, according to the Inter 299; A McLoon. 275; Daris, 290; OarPellicane
also
manufactured
21
points
we therefore nominate
as manv of his players were ill with national Salt laboratory, will be a J diner. 320; total, 1448.
colds. Th» girls outplayed their op gradual chemical evolution similar to
• • • •
ponents in all of the periods except the formation of coral and the color
Wholeralers
4, Kiekapoo 1
BepuWican President and the Repub
the t.iird. wnen Thoma-ton piled up lent by the mecurochrome further
_____
_
nine
points
to
our
seven.
Many
atThe
"Kick'
showed
a reversal of
suggests
the
coral
plant,
hence
the
UC|^Iere Vcllows the list in which is
The local guard was in nearly every tended the game and gave their sup- name. Most of the ingredients are ; term In its game with the Wholesalers
noted the name of Representative tv Currberland Center second Mrs Pla*’ and was
man 01 tne pun uy vuccr»u». m . ummaiy.
last night, and could squeeze out only
Abno• Ch££ wSloTTn 't“rd.'Rockland offense^
the. fact
Rockland - C. Carrie Breen He- common household staples, or pro one pcint. Caleb had a nice little set
curable at the neighborhood grocery.
^/excuse put forward by certain .__ -___ .. _ __ _ -.1
IS'ftLb.
that.
enamav Mahcr.ev:
that Thomaston had few opportune
opportunl- lenamay
Muhcr.ey; f;. Rubv
Ruby SundSund The Purity table salt, used because [cf triplets—101. 103, and 114. Nobody
SALADA BROWN LABEL
James Barnett, South Paris.
nf these Republicans was the fear
ties to blossom out with stars. Ke°fe strom, Elzada North: forwards. Mar of its extra refined qualities, is more (else attained the three-century mark.
?^at aTct worse bill might be enact30- l/2Lb.
and Perry were the main cogs in the garet Rcbertsan. Rose Flanagan, suitable to bringing the plant to Its The summary:
. . . A Revelation in Tea Value
pH bv the next Congress. Here is lbey dare. The duty of these legisla- visitors machine
Vivian Mullen; guard;. Irene Billado, j “full bloom,’’ it was said.
Wholesalers—Rogers, 288: Clarke,
The Rockland-Thomaston classic Carolyn McAllister, Shirley Blacksurelv a new low level in le8lslat‘ve tors is here and now, and their ex23c!4u.
281; Meatlng, 268; Stewart. 289; Cobb.
SALADA RED LABEL
alibis How a worse bill could be con- ’ cuse (s a measure of their character, was the only league combat during ington. Helen Korpinen.
318; total. 1424
ppived no one is able to point out.
know that our readers will wish the past week, with the fracas beThomaston—C. June Parks: sc, IN FIGHTING AGAINST
Kickaooo—Drinkwater, 299; Auld,
America's Finest Tea (45‘ l/2 LU
Pither more unfair to the Filipino or j t0 g0 through Mr. Hoover's message ! tween Lincoln and Camden being Miller, Burton; forwards, Young,
274; Foian, 247; Shute, 259; Mayo.
e'«rreater betrayal of American inter- carefully. It is a landmark in Ameri- ’ postponed by the fact that several of Feyler; guards, Johnsen, Dyer. Vinal.
292; total, 1371.
FLU-GRIP
But how can any self-respect- can history, deserving of study by the players of each team were inReferee, Mahan Time, four 8’s.
Keep the bowels open and take
Renresentatlve make such an ex- every patriotic citizen. May the capacitated with grippe. There has
"Walking down Beacon street from
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'■^p^for failing to perform his own members of the Senate give it equal been no definite c'«ate set for the post- i "From top of Hotel Bellevue. Bcs! Hotel Bellevue, Boston, Miss., will
BROWN’S RELIEF
CUil
duty? Let tile next attention!
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Their duty is a grave poned game, but it will take place ton. iviass. overlooking the roefs of
bring ycu to the Charles River
on arising and retiring
Beacon Hill, one could imagine he
Congre^^and the next President face one. The country looks to them to during the latter part of February.
Esplanade, a scene resembling Ge
Several non-league games were 1 was in Edinboro."
the American people and do w..at save where the House has failed.
Norway Medicine Co.
1-tf neva."

Pacific. No paraphrase can do Justice
to his very restrained but damning
charges that the benefits which the
authors of the bill contemplated
.__ r_______
“inure more largely to foreign
producers than to our own farmers' and
that our farm interests have been
misled bv those who solicited their
support for the bill
President Hoover shows that the
measures for weaning the Philippines
* economically' would impoverish them, not ultimately but immedi-iteiv so that thev cou’d not possibly
maintain^ the forces to deal with the
internal disorder which an economic
mllame would Dromote
Without
Se^ aiS the iw?.
«entaUves of the American governmen? in the islands would be impotent witness 5 of conditions which
mteht proS Serious friction with
the non-Christian population and
might even embroil the islands with
other wvemXtT He dwells briefly
001 g
- -----but effectively upon the fact that the
end which Congress thinks it is
achieving is the betterment of the
American farmer, but that the ad
vantage would go very largely to nonAmerican interests and that the farm
supporters of the bill have been mis
________
led. while west-coast interests
would
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The lowest priced fine tea
you can buy

SALADA’ TEA
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PENDING LIQUOR LAWS

TALKOFTHETOWN

• ■ ................... ...

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Dwinal, Speaking Under W. C. T. U. Auspices,
t
Gives a Very Clear Version

\

Methodist Church.
I
Jan. 20. 13 to 9.30) Regular Edueatlonal Club meeting
Jan 20 Rubinstein Club meets, sub)eet. Franz Josef Havdn
Jan. 20— Boxing at Empire Theatre,
At the meeting last night held in
benefit milk fund.
Jan. 26-27 — Camden
Lions Musical, tho Methodist Church in observance
%».' n-mStXuon 'oPoincers Golden ! of the 13th anniversary of National

/-»,

•

quite sure, aLso Kansas, and most of
the .so called Southern States. Maine's
position Is somewhat similar to tha*
of the nation, we have a Democratic
H';Peb.
d 2—Candlemas
E- 8.,_
' Prohibition and under the auspices of governor, elected on a wet platform,
Day.
Feb. 8 Monthly meeting of City Oov-! the local W.C.T.U., the principal but that was not the leading issue of
ernment.
speaker was Judge Zelma M. Dwinal, the election, nnd we still have a dry
School <audl°tormrnUb
n’trels “ H|gh who gaVe a very lucid explanation of
Legislature. The dry plank was
Feb 12—Lincolns Birthday.
Bending legislation In the liquor placed in the State Republican plat
Valentines Day.
i issues. He said in part:
form because it was believed to
pX« Sna^B^e?"^' Depre.stoon, not lk,uor was the be the mind of the representative
farce in three acts.
dominant issue in the late elections, people in the State.
beimn,em,ee-t1VBBangorArmy Bnd B'"'d that brought such a political turn"Tne beer bills that are getting so
_____ *
! over, but the wets want to take the much attention in Congress just now
credit for it and are going ahead upon are hardly worth considering, the
WEATHER
wets ln Congress are talking for the
It doesn't pay to worry. Witness
applause of the people and are mak
the big storm that the forecasters
were all confident was- coming over
that..ls llkely to ing a ridiculous spectacle of them
the weekend, and which appeared as J
C°UapSe,
a“ selves, trying to make out that 3.06*:
Sundav morning's
mornine's nice
nice liptle
little snow
snow!, t!le.r Plans for redeeming platform beer ls not Intoxicating, but put an
Sunday
intoxicant tax upon it. It is strain
squall which soon melted away In '• P1<'y»es
the warm sunshine. Yesterday too
Congress may pass measures and ing the Constitution and against
was fair and warm, 38 at noon, wind ““er amendl>tents, but after all it is good government.
bill is even more
west; this morning 34 at 8 o'clock.
People and not Congress fhat have "Tlie Maine beer
---------------------------wind west, skies murky and rain pre- the P°'ver to change the Constitution. [ ridiculous proposition but some people
dieted later today, followed by colder Congress thinks it is voicing the j can even be so foolish if they have a
tomorrow. The weather report this °Pini°ns of their people, their con- chance This bill would not ask the
morning told us yesterday was warm stituents. people who vote wet or dry Maine legislature to say what would
as any Jan. 16 on record with the ■In the recent election the wet opinions i be an intoxicating beer in this State
New York Weather Bureau. It also were niad'* hy an adroit and highly but would make it what ever Congress
told of an earthquake in Massachu- | financed campaign of wet propa- says is an Intoxicant. There is also a
setts, and of rain and snow in Cali ganda The real opinion of the peo- bill being sponsored by the Associapie on prohibition has not yet been tion to reform prohibition, to repeal
fornia, after a long dry spell.
our State prohibitory amendment.
The skating afternoons at The { A bill to amend the Constitution, and in place of it would provide for
Spanish Villa are Monday, Wednes-1 giving federal protection to dry states handling of liquor by a State liquor
and preventing return of the saloon, tureau. or other form of State control.
day and Saturday.
------io now ready for the Senate It is It Is highly improper for any State to
Dr. F. O. Bartlett continues to I considered by the party lenders who repeal laws intended to help the Na
gain, a word which will reassure ! «e now in control, that it is better tional Government, in any State and
many daily inquirers.! to submit to the people an amendespecially ln Maine the home of pro ------- i ment for modification to prevent the
hibltion. and it will receive small
Clerk of Courts Milton M. Griffin straight repeal amendment promised consideration at this legislature
who was recently elected president ol by the Democratic leaders. Maine When asked, what about nullification
Knox Hospital, ls confined to his bed Congressmen have said that they by refusing to appropriate funds for
by illness.
would vote for this measure. Many enforoement. the Judge said. It was
------people have said that they would vote r.ct an improbable thing, the wets
The new Cruiser Portland, to be for a modification who would not vote would attempt to hold up other mem
tried on the Rockland course ts for straight, repeal.
bers of Congress by saying if you
"In my opinion," the Judge said. don't vote for our measure we won't
scheduled to arrive here next Mon
"constitutional prohibition
would vote for money for enforcement. They
day night.
stand a better chance of winning out could easily do this on the plea of
John M. Richard-on. advertising against the Amendment for repeal economy. It doesn't take much cour
manager of The Courier-Oazette Is than modification. It is very doubtful age to lop off 100 million from the
a grippe victim at his home on If any measure would pass as 13 dry budget for appropriations and it
Granite street.
States can defeat It. That Maine would open the way for complete
would stay in that column we are nullification."
The January term of law court con
venes in Augusta today, but it is not
Rockland High plays Crosby High
understood that Knox County has
TENANT'S HARBOR
in Belfast tomorrow night.
any cases to be heurd.

Mrs. Calvin Smith is ill with
Burglarizing and grippe are re
The Past Presidents Association of
grippe
ported
epidemic
in
the
northern
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Mrs. Laura Rawley and son ClarThursday evening at 7 o'clock at part of the county.
__
ence went to Augusta to spend New
Orand Army hall for business.
And so Babe Ruth refuses to ac- i Year _while there they became ill
cept
his salary cut. Babe had better “Oln nu- and five ot the family were
The Worcester
health hint
board
a
ir<« nn
nf adthn converse with some of the millions 111 and confined to their beds at the
vocates a kiss on the backof the
eountrv who have been cut •same tlme
neck instead of on the lips during
Ai™
Marion Wallace who has been
tire epidemic. Oh. the horrors of W llttle **tter than nolhing
i guest of her grandmother has re
grippe!
____
A bit pale, but very much in the turned to Augusta
Edwin I hhv Relief Corns meets «ame. Monl p Trainer, the well I Mrs Rena Andrews left last week
Edam L.bby Relief Corps meets ltnown restauranteur. was back on : for Springfield. Mass , where she will
Thursday night, with circle supper at the job yesterday, having got the 1 Fats the winter with her daughter
6 o'clock in charge of Mrs. Myra upper hands of a grippe attack.
| Mrs. Mabel Rose
Watts, Mrs Marcia Green and Mrs.
------1 The St. George Chronicle containElla Flye.
_____
John Bird Co.'s employes are plan- ing an historical sketch of from 1605
ning ________________
to Invade the Spanish
Villa to 1932 together with names,
ages and
The temperature in
in front
front of
of the skating
i-.-1__ 7___ j,
rink tomorrowo. Under the dates of birth, a_______
complete
business diCorner drug store yesterday noon
37 above. Those terrible Maine
°? Hfn7 .Wal1 {1?e
Crowites are expected to make a fine Several of the townspeople liave
winters" have their bright spots,
had new oil burners installed in their
showing.
would seem.
stoves.
Ouy Phinney of Lincolnville •' What a winter for flu and grippe
Recreant Lions are reminded of
fished without a'license the Everyone enjoys the warm weather,
the wheelbarrow attendance contest Beach
now in progress. The Tamers are in other day. Yesterday, in Rockland but do not appreciate so much illness
the lead, but tomorrow may tell a Municipal Court, he paid fines and as accompanies It However there is
costs amounting to *9.60. Game ample time for old winter yet.
different story.
Warden Davis made the arrest.
Will Watts is ill.
------Mrs. Allen Conary spent one day
Members of the Baptist League are
John H. Flanagan and Ansel i last week with Mrs. Laura Rawley.
interested like everybody else in the
subject of taxes. Their speaker Saunders have returned from a brief | Mrs. Addie Marshall of Port Clyde
ZUU..U-, night will u.
£ 8VeSt Of her dau?ht" Mrs M>Ttle
Thursday
be Clarence x,
C vi5it 5° °r‘T,latKl',a;Hd
Stetson of Bangor, chairman of the sJmTd tdelr duUM a‘
Taylcl
Maine Development commission who “artln ?raves LS n°’^,5^ em‘ '
will speak upon "Necessities For Tax P1^ 001 on account
llln*ss
1
CAMDEN
Reduction." The address will be followed by the usual open forum Nice
lntenor of
Narragansett
Hotel is urlenoing comolete and1 The lad»a of he Methodist society
supper.
happy
transformation.' Edward
supper at the vesOoma has completed papering 26 tr^ "cxi„SatuLdaV nl?hL
The
Knickerbocker Class, which
z.ic nu.knciviku,
k _.hj(>h parried Wjth it The Knox & Lincoln Past Grands
has
taken to meeting Sundays^d
in O^rs"who'aro
. whitening of]hlin^a
the ceilings
the ininitiatory
^-T'X^JhemunE
h^dTn^sc^ation conferred
Dxige
Rockland
maj no. solve all the municipal and . 4rnnMW_>flt- .r. T M Rnkps last evening.
State economic problems, but under
jam^s Corcoran painter and Th" Camden Fire Department was
the leadership of Representative £££
Sets In the called to Lincolnville early Saturday
Louis A Walker is going to study SS5T tM«teriS^rSe builffing morning for a blaze at tli residence
some of them. It is a non-sectarian
painted. The new manager cf ^erett Wade on the Belfast road,
gathering and
man who
is in kj jjoojjpj. jg going to be very proud near the Northport line. The damage
a. every ...
«
..
terested in such matters' will be of his newr charge.
***®J?t„
welcome. Sunday's meeting was a
____
Mrs Zenas Tabbutt will entertain
good start.
Down came the sign over Walter lhe l«dles of ^e Methodist society
Supt. E. L. Toner reports a slight ? ,Spear s shoe store
night una‘hw
oveTVa^Xk"
the^sS ^“"St^annouXent to^thls1 WendaU Page of Boston is the guest
over last week. Among the substi.. . h wgs retiring from of his father Dr. H. G. Page
Ru!h Wood'at The3Highland7 M^ i ^eas.' In the closing days of the 1 Mrs Millard Long entertained the
Soube ^nda/ fo”8M^
‘h. store was besieged by-such
yestorday at a social
m.^Knic an.) Ur« inhn n..rr»ii fnr crowds lhat it was frequently neces- anemoon ano supper.
Mi^ Ele^o” Griffith
« Junto
w lock the door and the £ales 1 cllf,ord Cameron of Rockland has
Htoh- Mrs E° T^er for Mto reached a ^tprising aggregate in been guest of his aunt MKs Harriet I..
H ^eiteen U Watts at the McLain sP‘te oI the sacrifice prices. Mr. and Olli.
FmUv^firtXjnald1, for Miss^Elda
sP«ar Plan t0 leave ,n a week or
The re«ular meeting of Joel Keyes
*mJlyM*aC^.na2dXM£ S?.a so for South Carolina, to spend the,Grant Circ!e._Ladies of the O.A.R
Lermond, Mrs. Ella S. Bird for Mrs.
, .
the winter at Dr. j will be held Friday evening. Picnic
Rita Robinson and Miss Katherine ten’fllnd-r
supper, for members only, in the
Veazie for Mrs. Ruth B. Spear, at sftarPes caJBP
----| evening there will be a memorial
the High School.
BORN
I service to the late ex-President Calvin
oenthner-At Bremen Jan 15. to Mr Coolidge and an address wtll be given
With Mrs. Irene Winslow acting
#nd M„ imng oenthner. a son.
by Rev. Albert E. Luce, pastor of the
as installing officer in a gracious robinson -At vinaihiven. Jan 3. to Methodist Church.
manner, these offlcers were installed j Mr and Mrs Freeman Robinson, a son.
The auxiliary to the Sons of Union
last night to carry on the activities t CAVANAUGH—At Community Hospital. Veterans
will hold a card party
Camden
J*n
13.
to
Mr
and
Mrs
of Ruth Mayhew Tent. D.U.V., the j Charles A. Cavanaugh of Rockport, a Thursday evening, at the home \Of
ensuing year: President. Mrs. Carrie
son. John Heywood.
Mrs. Katherine Olaentzel, Pearl
House; senior vice president, Mrs :
street.
DISD
Stella McRae; junior vice president, j
The regular meeting of the Free1C. Kate
Mrs. Priscilla Smith; secretary, Mrs. ■ cook
t RX84k,yea'rs/io ninths.
Cook.-5a«ed
‘"it man-Herrick Auxiliary, UB.W.V.,
Lizzie French; treasurer, Mrs. Jose
days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock was held Monday evening McKinley
phine Lothrop; chaplain. Mrs. Bcs- ] from Bowes 4c Crozier parlors. Rock- . pay was
sie Sulhvan; patriotic instructor, uSm-At Bremen. Jan. 7. Gloria i
Re bekah sewing,circle meets
Mrs. Eliza Plummer; guide, Mrs.
Louise. Infant daughter of Mr. and at I.O.O.F. hall Wednesday afternoon.
Carrie Brown; guard. Mrs. Belle
Mrs Roy Mank
Remember, the dates, Jan. 26-27
Bowley; assistant guard. Mrs. Bessie Payson—At Cushing. Jan 17. Alice v_ Lions
Club Revue at opera house
Haraden;
musician,
Mrs.
Alta I widow of Samuel D Payson aged 70
u,,,
years.
Funeral
Friday
at
2
o
’
clock,
i
Tickets
will be checked at the opera
Dimick; press correspon.ihnt, Mrs. }
house.
Monday,
at
7
p.
m.
Eliza Plummer; Counsel No. 1, Mrs. !
IN MEMORIAM
The regular monthly meeting of
Eliza Plummer; Counsel No. 2, Mrs I In loving memory
of our dear wife and Limerock Valley Pomona Grange was
Susie Karl; Counsel No. 3, Mrs. I mother. Mrs. T. J. Carroll, who passed
,,
u.n
15 1932.
J held at Megunticook hall last SaturIrene Winslow; Flag No. 1. Mrs. away Jan.
Husband. Son and Daughters,
day.
Supper
was
served
at 6, and ln
Mary Brewster; Flag No. 2. Mrs. Allle
the evening there was a Joint installa
Blacklngton; Flag No. 3. Mrs. Ava
IN memoriam
of Pomona and Meguntlcook
Jackson; Flag No. 4, Mrs. Lena i in loving memory of Edith A. Stanley. tion
Orange officers. Following the In
Rokes. A pleasing entertainment , who passed away Jan. io. 1927.
was offered, and refreshments were ! Sl* s»d Bntl lo»eiy years have passed stallation a program was presented in
charge of Mrs. Edna Start. District
served under direction of Mrs. Ava- Tlie
-8inshock
" «>«rthat
great
fell:
we«r«ow
received
that day
Deputy Harold H. Nash, assisted by
We still remember well.
Jackson. Mrs. Winslow was preMary Nash, Louise Nash. Edith Nash
As we love her so we miss her.
sented with a gift.
In memory she is ever near.
Loved, remembered, longed for al
ways.
Bringing many a silent tear. #
Mother. Father. Sisters and Brother.

NOW ON!
Follow The Crowds To

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our heartfelt
thanks and gratitude to our neighbors
and friends for their many thoughtful
kindnesses during our recent bereave

BLACKINGTON’S
Huge Markdown Sale
Tills Is the Greatest Value Gp ing
Event in Many Years
Get Your Share!

t

ment.

Mr and Mrs. Fred Butler. Warren.
Mrs. L. M. Whltemore, Brooklyn. N. Y.;
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Butler and Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Butler, Manchester, N. H.;
Mrs. Ellis Oray. Northwood Ridge. N. H
Warren, Jan. It.

PUBLIC TO BENEFIT
STILL GOING STRONG

BLACKINGTON’S
MARKDOWN SALE
This tale will continue until etery
winter garment is closed out.
Regardless of cost, get your share.

be: sure ani> visit THE FOURTH FLOOR "BARGAIN ATl l< "

We’ ve sold hundreds of pieces of this
You Save 25e!

Heavy Flatware

THE

McCALL

BOOK . .

Now a New Low Price

.

fashion
WAS ISe

THE McCALL DECORATIVE

ARTS MAGAZINE . . .
WAS 3&e

40c

4 ounce
Plain Pattern
Double Spot Plate
20 Year Guarantee

The regular Senter Crane store
policy of passing savings on to you as
soon as we get them is your guarantee oi
low prices . . at all times . . . Not Just on
Special Sales.

Knives, Forks, Spoons, etc.

Art

Spring issue of the McCall Fashion Book, on sale now,
and in all future issues, you will find the special needle
work and home arts section in the back of the book . ..

Embroidery

arranged as on individual department for convenience
and clarity. It's out now . . . and only 15c.

Now is the time for winter embroidery—
spend your time profitably. Prices were never
so low.

■ Get Your Copy at Our McCall Pattern Counter

4 oz. hank

59c to *1.5(1
49c to 1.15
25c and 45c
39c and 45c

49c

plain or variegated

39c
seater

WARREN

PLAYING CARDS AT WHOLESALE

U. S. "Clarige” fancy backs,
19c
Gold and Silver Edge, best quality, 2 packs, 59c
Card Tables, Special,
1-00 and 1.59

crane company*pj ss.

Florence Packard who is attending
Nasson Institute at Springvale, re
master: Lawrence Hopkins, overseer:
The article in Thursday's issue re turned Saturday afternoon, having
Edna Start, lecturer; Harold Robin garding the smart Warren women was been called here by the death of L.
son, steward: Merton Johnson, assist read with interest, and attention was Mortimer Butler.
• • • •
ant steward; Lettie Bagley, chaplain; called to Mrs. Ira Libby of South
J. Herbert Gould, treasurer: Myrtle Warren who is spending the winter
L. Mortimer Butler
Blake, secretary; Ralph Hunt, gate 1 with her daughter Mrs A. O Spear,
keeper: Carrie Colburn. Ceres; Bessie I and who incidentally is a cousin ol r Old friends and neighbors were
Robinson. Pomona; Ruth Hunt ' Mrs. Grafton, mentioned in the clip shocked by the sudden death of L.
Flora; Louise Nash, lady assistant j ping. Mrs. Libby, who will be 89 years Mortimer Butler. 87, which occurred
steward; Alfred Sherman, member of old next April, assists her daughter 1 Jan. 10 from pneumonia. Taken
executive committee. Pomona Orangi I with the housework, knits, mends, and
offlcers: Nathan Hopkins, master: j doea dressmaking for her great-grand critically ill late Sunday night he‘
Charles Woster, overseer; Lucy Hop- ' daughter. and reads books from the rapidly weakened until he finally
kins, lecturer; Lawrence Hopkins, library, all without the aid of glasses succumbed Tuesday morning at 630.
steward; Norman Crockett, assistant She fell in August, 1931, breaking her
health had been considered as
steward; Edith Nash, lady assistant leg, but at Christmas time of the same • His
improving the past fall, and he had
steward; Frank Post, treasurer; Scott year, was able to join the family at been entertained at a party and famRackliffe. secretary; Edward Tolman. the dinner with but little assistance. ilv gathering at Chester Wyllie's the
gate keeper; Sadie Wo:ter, Ceres;
Mr. and Mrs. William Partridge night before Christmas and apparentMartha Oross. Pomona; Louise Nash.
Flora; Lloyd Crockett, member of motored Sunday to Spruce Head ly had been strong even up to the
where they called on Mr. and Mrs time he was taken ill.
executive committee.
Funeral services were held Friday
Maynard Post.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stahl visited from his late home. Rev Howard A.
BURKETTVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bucklin Sundav Welch officiating, assisted by Rev.
Olaf Anderson, pastor of the Metho
at Orff's Corner. Waldoboro.
Miss Ruth Hatch recently visited at
dist Episcopal Church at Orange,
The
Baptist
Ladles'
Circle
will
serve
the home of her brother in Sanford
Mass., son-in-law of the deceased. An
the
monthly
supper
Thursday,
the
Mrs. Susie Maddocks was a caller
especial addition to the service was
committee,
Mrs
Laura
Seavey
and
at Linwood Mitchell's Sunday after
the singing of "Lead Kindily Light"
Miss
Tena
LlacCallum.
noon.
by Chester Wyllie. The three surviv
The annual meeting of the Congre ing sons of the deceased, Lee and
Mrs. Blanche Rokes visited her
gational Circle will be held Thursday, Cleveland Butler of Manchester, N.
cousin Clara MacDowell recently
The Farm Bureau met with the followed by supper, postponement ol H., and Fred Butler of Warren, as
chairman Mrs. Florence Calderwood which was noted last week.
sisted by A. P. Gray, were the bearers,
Jan. 10 for an all-dav meeting, with
Mrs. Anna Starrett will act as chair and interment was at the Leonard
14 present, subject "Apple Cookery. man of the reception and entertain cemetery, following a brief committal
Baked apples, cscalloped apples and ment committee at the open meet service by Rev. Mr. Anderson. War
apple muffins were made and served ing at Town hall Tuesday evening ren has indeed lost a fine citizen, and
at neon. The dinner menu was baked under auspices of the Woman's Club one of its oldest, iq the death of Mr.
beans and pickles, white bread, apple Mrs Starrett will be assisted by Mrs. Butler.
muffins, cake, cookies, baked apple/ Ella Cunningham, Mrs. Grace Wyllie.
L. Mortimer Butler was born at
and cream, cscalloped apples and Miss Edna P. Boggs, and Mrs. Martha Rockland, Aug. 24, 1845, son of Mr.
cream, coffee and tea.
Brigham. Mrs. Henry Webb of Wis and Mrs. Orris Butler (Mary Ann In
Wilbur Esancy and family of Union casset will be the guest speaker and graham) who lived on the old marsh
were visitors at Linwood Mitchell's her subject "The American Home.”
road, and was one of a family of seven,
Sunday.
The latest henpen to be robbed was having three sisters and three
Silvio Roy visited relatives in San that
of Samuel E. Norwood who lost I brothers, all of whom are now deford last week.
ten hens Saturday night.
I ceased He attended school on CresMr. and Mrs. L. E. Blacklngton ard l Mr. and Mrs. Frank Newbert ol I
street at the Southend. On May
daughter of Rockland were callers Rockland were guests Sunday of Mr.
1867, Mr Butler took as his bride
Sunday at Linwood Mitchell's.
Mrs A. P Oray.
I Miss Irene C. Copeland, daughter ot
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Sukcforth and
Mr. and Mrs. William Yates visited ! Mr- and Mrs- Charles W. Copeland.
were Rockland visitors Thursday.
and to them eight children were born
Officers of Mcdomak Valley Grange Miss Sadie Yates in Union Sunday.
Mr and Mrs. Arnold Teague and Lizzie May, who now is Mrs. L. M
installed these offlcers Jan. 14: Harry
Whitemore, Edith Gertrude (Mrs.
Edgecomb. master; Cedric Noyer. family were dinner guests Sunday oi Ellis Gray), Rosa Lee (Mrs, Rosa
overseer; Ruby Hannon, secretary; Mrs. Isa Teague
Oeorge Martin was one of a party Crowther) deceased, Waita C. (Mrs.
Eva Gordon, lecturer; Cora Maddocks.
Olof Anderson) deceased. Fred M.,
chaplain; Alba Maddocks, steward: including Ray Simmons. John Rines Nealie F. (Mrs. Loring Packard) de
Clifford Rowell, assistant steward: and Russell McCloud of East Waldo ceased, Charles Cleveland, and Lee K
Ruth Mitchell, lady assistant stew boro, who motored to Portland Fri Butler.
ard: Sadie Edgecomb. Ceres; Gladys day and visited several poultry houses
The family lived at Rockland for
Linscott, Pomona; Lizette Noyes. there with an idea of a future pur a time, Mr. Butler running a milk
chase
of
baby
chicks.
Flora.
Jeanette Perry is ill with chicken route there and later at South Thom
aston where he was also proprietor ol
pox.
NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. W. Frank Thomas was in a milk route, and most of the time 28
Rockland several days last week, head of cattle stood in the barn, a
Mrs Butler last week exhibited a talletf by the Illness of her daughter rare thing around the county now.
winter butterfly that ahe discovered Mrs William Gregory, and her grand The late home in Warren Mr. Butler
fluttering about the house.
had occupied for nearly 40 years, the
son Carlton Gregory.
Owing to the Illness of Principal
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Butler and house being built by Charles W. Cope
Danforth and Miss Buzzfll from se ' Rev. Olof Anderson returned Friday land, father of Mrs. Butler.
vere colds, there was no session of I to Manchester, N. H.
One of the memorable events in the
the High School Monday.
Lee Butler and son Arnold of Man life of this couple was the golden wed
The singing Sunday night by th" chester, N. H„ Mrs. L. M. Whltemore ding anniversary observed May 9,1917,
double male quartet was greatly ap of Brooklyn, N. Y„ Mrs Ellis Gray whensthe children who were all livpreciated and enjoyed. They sang I of Northwood Ridge, N. H.. and Miss J Ing then, gathered at the home ln
three selections. The personnel was
honor of the occasion, and presented
Albion Beverage, Parker Stone.
their father and mother with *100 ln
Parker Stone Jr„ Gilbert Laite, Ira
gold. Mrs. Butler died the year fol
Curtis, Frank Sampson, Frank Wa
lowing. Since that time, each birth
PUBLIC TO BENEFIT
terman and Ronald Gillis.
day anniversary of Mr. Butler had
STILL
GOING
STRONG
Tuesday the Unity Guild held an
been observed in a quiet way, the rel
all day session at the church. There
atives gathering about him for the
BLACKINGTON
’
S
was good attendance
day, and a delicious meal served, not
Phil Brown is assisting Postmaster
omitting the birthday cake. Mr ButMARKDOWN SALE
Winn Ames.
This sale will continue until every ler enjoyed these times exceedingly ln
his tranquil way, and they meant
winter garment is closed out
The bonds of matrimony are like
much to him. Besides the five chil
that, too, Keeping up the interest is Regardless of cost, get your share. dren surviving there are 14 grand
what preserves their value.
children.

and Velma Gray, installed. Meguntl

THE McColl Fashion Boolt for o brilliant presenta-

New

WONDERFUL Y ARNS FOR AFGHANS

cook Grange officers: Mary Nash

OF THE McCALL FASHION BOOK AT 15c

■ tion of new fashions and new ways to wear them
, . . the McCall Decorative Arts Magazine for the last
word in home accessories and news of what the leading
interior decorators are doing . . . both in the McCall
Fashion Book now and at no increase in price! In the

New Luncheon Sets.
New Pillow Slips.
New Towels.
New Scarfs,
New Shopping Bags,

? .•. '

■ YOU GET BOTH IN THE SPRING ISSUE

»»*»I»8

LIBERTY
A large delegation from Georges
River Grange visited Burkettvlll •
Grange Jan. 14
Mrs. Alice Lambert of Lewiston was
guest of Mrs. Erwin Cook the pas
week.
At a meeting of the sewing circle at
the home of Mrs. Janies Burkill Jan.
8 the following beard of offlcers was
le-electtd: Ida Wellington, president;
Mary B Ordway, vice president; Marv
Ccok, secretary; Maude Burkill.
treasurer; Clara Norton. Edith Linccott, Abbie Hannan, finance commit
tee. Voted to place an electric light
over the vestry door

Europe also seems to have de
veloped nea- contract rules -Springfield News-Sun.

'The Bellevue in Boston. Mass., is
a hotel in respect to size, cuisine and
service, but it is like a private home
in its provision for the comfort of
guests. A new addition of 100 rooms,
completed ln 1927. makes a total of
309 rooms. The original hotel has
been completely remodeled to con
form with the New Addition, there
by forming a carefully-planned unit.'

The Courier-Gazette

FOOD VALUES FOR

TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY

ROAST

r5c

<
PORK it <

RIB

j

CORNED BEEF ,b i

PIG'S LIVER

3 Itis 25c

A NEW LOW!

POP * 5c
JELL-O, AII FIavors pikg 5c
Sunkist Oranges 2 d oz29c

Florida Oranges 2 doz 49c
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Markham glanced at the clock on
Oopah winking in the distance.
the dash as he Hung the new roadIt was while they were sliding
ster at the mountain grades.
silently down the steep grades that
"Three hours ahead of us; we're
they passed a large closed car
gaining on them, in spite of the
stopped midway on one of the
Denver delay. Where do you sup
tangents, as if Its occupants had
pose this chase Is going to wind
halted to view the sunset glories.
up, Owen?"
"Sightseers," said Markham; and
“I'm not so much concerned
then, suddenly. "Say. Owen; wasn’t
about the 'where' as the 'how.' I
that the Nordyke—Canby's car?"
may ns well confess that I'm on
What Landis might have an
the fence again.
There haven’l
swered was lost In the limbo of
been any bank blastings this side of
things unsaid. As they rounded a
the Missouri river."
“hairpin" curve and shot away j
"No; but there was a perfectly
down the succeeding tangent they !
good roadster wrecked back there
could see the stopped car high
in Kansas," Markham put in
above standing behind a row of J
pointedly.
great stones set up by the road
“Yes, but nothing In the wide
builders to guard the down-moun
world to connect the wrecking with
tain side of the highway. All at
these men we’re chasing. Why
once one of the huge guard rocks i
would a trio of bank burglars. If
heaved Itself from its place to
that’s wbat they are, pass up all
THE STORY
come tumbling over and down the
“But see here, Wally—I can't let
the chances In six or seven hun
declivity, timed as If by some cal j
you do anything like that! As It
dred miles and go streaking off up
CHAPTER
I.—Having
demonculating agency to reach the lower
stands, I'm owing you the price of
here ln these mountains?"
itraied the power of an extraordi
tangent coincidentally with the rac- I
u car right now."
nary silencer, the “Black Box.
"Just so,” said Markham with a
which he has perfected, Owen Lan
ing roadster.
“
Nothing
of
the
sort.
You
may
short
laugh.
"It
tsn't
decent
But
dis, young Inventor, In the
Ft rtunately, Marknam was one of
be calling this Jaunt your funeral,
town of Carthage, confides to his
there is something else I’d like to
those drivers whose reactions in an
chum, Wally Markham, that he
but if it is. I’m driving the hearse
know. What has become of Canby
fears the device, if exploited, might
emergency are so instantaneous as
and we don't stop short of the cem
be used for evil purposes.
That
and the Lawsons?"
to seem purely automatic. He did the
night the black box is stolen from
etery gate, at least. Here comes a
This
question
was
answered
late
a safe in Eandls' laboratory.
only thing there was to do—re- i
hoy. Maybe he has turned the trick in the afternoon, as they were run
leased the brakes and Jammed the ;
CHAPTER It.—Landis tells Mark
ning
down
the
valley
of
the
I'annlham the only person, beside him
for us."
foot throttle open to Its limiL
self, knowing the combination of
ken
toward
Oopab
—
still
gaining
The boy came running up to the
It was all over tn a moment.
the safe, is Betty Laiwson. with
upon
the
Fleetwing,
as
they
learned
whom the Inventor is In love. Mark
porch, fairly bursting with his
With only a fraction of a second
by
Inquiry
as
they
had
come
along.
ham takes a plaster cast of a wom
news
to spare at the point ot intersec
an's footprint, found beneath the
■'I've f-f-found your car!" he It was at a water tank station
window of the laboratory.
tion. but that fraction on the side
on
the
Pacific
Southwestern
that
stuttered. "It's in a gully on our
of safety, the flying car shot fairly
CHAPTER III.—Betty, daughter
farm I C-constable telephoned, and they first heard of the Nord.vke
of s college professor, la well
under the hurtling menace and
limousine.
It
was
ahead
of
them
;
known to Markham. Both ha and
dad said, right away, 'at he thought
went racing on to the next doubling
Landis believe her to be above sus
had apparently been ahead all day.
he beard somethin' go 'squoosh' In
curve.
picion, but to assure himself he
They
had
stopped
at
a
filling
station
takes an opportunity to fit the cast
the night
It's in a deep place
It was not until the car shot out
lo one of Betty's shoes. They are
to get gas, and to ask about the
where it tumbled off the road."
upon the valley level that Landis
Identical. Betty tells him Herbert
Fleet
wing,
and
the
gas
man
Canby, - stranger in town, who is
"Good boy." said Markham. "The
relaxed, drawing a long breath and
posing as a “promoter," had driven
grinned.
reward is yours. Uow far is it?"
saying. "I'm handing it to you. Wal
her home from the theater the prev
"You'll have to step on It some
ious night, and that she had dozed
“It ain't far. Come on and I'll
ly. You've a lot better nerve than
in the car. Markham does not tell
to
catch
up
with
them
fellers
in
the
show you."
I have. I should have tried to stop
Landis of his discovery. That the
Eight,"
he
told
them.
“
They
pulled
girl should have deliberately stolen
A short half mile from town, by
If I'd been at the wheel. How do
the Invention from Landis' safe is
up here coupla hours ago and told
the side of a little-used country
you suppose it happened?"
unthinkable, hut the evidence of
me they’d made it from Denver
the plaster cast eeeme to prove she
road, they found the blue roadster.
“One guess is as good as anoth
was present at the time of the rob
since
mornin'."
Then,
“
What's
the
They did not go down Into the gul
er. Mine Is that whoever was driv
bery.
matter
with
that
bunch?
Ever'body
ly into which it had fallen. From
ing that stopped car had cramped
CHAPTER IV.—Markham. vagu»seems to be askin' about 'em."
where they stood they could See
his front wheel against the rock
ly suspicious of Canby's honesty,
“Who else, besides us?" Markham
that it was a wreck.
searches his hotel room, in hia ab
for safety. Natural thing to do on
wanted
to
know.
sence. He finds hidden there two
“A clean Job,” Markham grunted
such a stiff grade."
loaded automatic revolvers and a
"Three folks in a Nordyke limou
morosely.
complete set of burglar's tools.
Silence for a speeding mile, and
Canby, returning, brings the re
“What do you think?" Landis sine; right handsome young feller
then Landis fairly shouted.
volvers and burglar's kit to the
drivin’ and doin' the talkin', with a
asked, when they had walked a full
“Say, Wally! We've been asleep
hotel clerk, claiming to have Just
girl pretty enough to wake the dead
found them in his room. That night
half mile in silence.
at the switch—both of us! Thinkthe safe in the bank of the small
settin'
in
with
him,
and
an
oldish
“Deliberate, of course. The tire
hack a minute; didn't you notice
town of Perthdale is blown open
man in the back."
and looted, the noiee of the explos
tracks in the road showed plainly
that the rock didn't make any noise
ion being unheard. Satisfied that his
“About how long ago was this?"
enough that the car bad been
coming down?"
“black box'* is in the hands of
"I disremember; about an hour.
crooks and Is beisig put to the uses
stopped, hacked and turned quar
“What's that?" snapped Mark
he feared, Landis, with Markham,
I
reckon.
”
ter way around to head it for the
ham, braking the car to an abrupt
drives at once to Perthdale.
Markham
was
putting
the
gears
ditch."
stop. Then, "I knew there was
CHAPTER V._At Perthdale they
In low for the start when Landis
“But who did it?"
something queer about the thing,
flnd confirmation of their fears.
“I'd be willing to pay another re halted him to ask another question
Three strangers, riding in a Fleetbut 1 was too busy Just then to
wing, and claiming to be business
ward to find out. There's some of the gas man.
figure out what It was. But you’ve
men of Louisville, are the only pos
"Did
the
limousine
driver
ask
thing doing, either ahead of us
sible suspects Markham and Con
put your finger on iL That tum
about anybody else?”
di* deride to follow them, although ' or behind us; something we're not
bling rock ought to have made
advices from Louisville seem to
The man scratched his head as
to be allowed to mess In. if a
guarantee the standing of the three.
racket enough to wake the dead—
If trying to remember. Suddenly
At St. Joseph Markham sees Can I wrecked car will stop us—which it
and there wasn’t a sound!”
by's car, a Nordyke.
He learns
he
looked
up
with
the
wide-mouthed
C.-nhy is driving west, with Betty [ won't."
“Well, you know there Is only
l-awson and her father as his guests
Markham arranged to have the grin again in place. “Why. yes—
one way to account for that, don't
In the car. The Fteetwlng. Mark
come
to
think.
Wanted
to
know
If
ham's car. and the N'ordyke, form I car salvaged and held subject to
you?"
anybody else had been along askin’
a procession on the Pikes Peak
Ills order, and when the westbound
“You bet your life I do! That
highway.
about
the
Eight;
two
fellers,
he
train came along they boarded IL
stopped car had your infernal ma
said,
but
he
couldn't
tell
me
what
Markham consulted a time-card
chine in It—that's whaL We're In
kind of a car they’d be drivin'."
! folder and passed the towns ahead
luck at last." And he began to
CHAPTER VI
It was l^ndis who spoke first
i in review,
back the car for a turn.
when the two were once more on
“Colby, at two-fifty this after"Hold on," Landis broke-In.
Without Warning.
their
way.
"What are yon going to do?"
F VENING found the blue road- j noon," be said. "It's a junction
“
Wally,
bow
is
Bert
Canby
mixed
j point, and If we can't find what we
“Go back up the hill and have It
L-' ster at Marysville, Kan., where
up in this thing?" he demanded.
out with that bunch, whoever they
a stop was made for dinner. Inquiry I want, we can get a train from
there to Denver. Colby's our drop “What is his connection with these
are!"
along the way had proved that the
fellows? And why is he keeping
off."
"Listen to reason a minute, Wal
Fleetwing was still on ahead; but
tab
on
us?"
Accordingly they debarked at
ly," Landis said quietly. “If they
of the limousine they had heard
“
Why
ask
me?"
Markham
shirked.
Colby, where Markham found he
are the men we've been trying for
nothing.
“Because I've had a feeling all
three days to run down, how much
Confident, however, that theirs ! was able to replace the wrecked
along that you know more about
chance would we have In a road
was the rearmost of the three curs, 1 roadster with a later model of the • this mystery than I do; more than
scrap with a carload of yeggs most
they covered another hundred miles i same make. Starting without loss
you
are
willing
to
tell
me."
of time, they reached l.imon. the
likely armed to the teeth? Be
before stopping for the night In a
"If
you
put
it
on
the
ground
of
point at which the two main auto
sides, we haven't lost 'em. They
small town. Since there was no
knowledge. I don't Owen: I'm Just
roads, coincident west of Colby,
can't go on to wherever they're go
public garage, they put the road
as much befuddled as you are. I
ing without passing us. and when
ster under a shed In the tavern | split—one leading southwest to
can
say
that
honestly.
”
Colorado Springs, and the other
they come along we can swing In
yard, where the innkeeper assured
"You
are
trying
to
shield
some

northwest to Denver.
and sit on their tail, can't we?"
them It would be safe, and went |
body. Willy. Who Is it?"
At the few stops they had made
"Vmp! You're too d—d sensible
to bed.
“Wait." said Markham shortly;
west of Colby they got no news of
for any use!" Markham grunted.
Tbe next morning at breakfast,
then,
“
as
I
say.
I'm
Just
as
much
the Fleetwing or of Canby's car.
"It gets me on the raw. I'm not
the innkeeper burst ln upon them
in the dark as you are. But. take
But at Limon the lost trail reap
used to being stood up as a mark
to ask If they had locked tbe car
the
known
facts
in
their
order.
On
peared. The Fleetwing bad passed
for a bunch of murderers to throw
before leaving it
the night when you show me what
through some six hours earlier on
stones sL Just before the thing
“I didn't." said Markham prompt
your black box can do. you lose IL
the way to Denver; aud Canby's
came off 1 was asking you if the
ly. “Why?"
and
the
circumstantial
evidence
In

limousine had taken the same
car wasn’t a Nordyke. Was It?
“'Cause It’s gone, slick and
dicates
that
a
man
and
a
woman
route three or four hours later,
Or was it the Fleetwing?”
clean! Whadda you know about
raided your shop. Next we hear
Markham looked at his watch.
"I couldn’t say. All I noticed
that? My land! Nothin'like that's
of a bank wrecking that made no
“Both parties are probably stopping
was that It was a closed car."
ever happened here before. You go
noise;
then
we
get
on
the
trail
of
over night In Denver. If we push
"No matter; we'll find out In a
on and finish eatin' an' I'll get to
these three men from boiisvilie
along we can be there by midnight.
few minutes what It was—or is."
work on the phone."
and
run
into
two
more
of
tlie
noWhat do you say?"
They were entering Oopah.
"Which means?" Landis queried,
noise wreckings. Farther along, we
“I’m with you. 1 can spell you
Markham steered Into the shadows
after the landlord had gone.
discover that Canby is following
at tbe wheel when you are tired."
and turned off the car lights.
“It may mean nothing more than
us, or the Lcuisvllle bunch or both.
It was well past midnight when
They had not long to wait before
an ordinary car theft.”
Next
we
—
"
the lights of Denver came iD sight.
the headlights of a following car
Landis shook his head.
“I'm
"You needn't catalogue the
Beaching tbe city, Markham turned
appeared on the rearward road.
afraid not. I’m thinking it means
twists and turns.. If you know any
ln at the first all-night garage he
“Spot It ss It passes!" Markham
that somebody wants to leave us
thing
more
than
you've
told
me.
came to, and they' forthfared stiff,
rapped out; and so they did. both
strauded.”
you ought to turn it loose. Wally."
tired and dusty, to put up at the
of them. What they saw was a
“The three men ln the Fleet"1 don t snow anytmng—more’s
nearest hotel, and turned In at
mere thickening of the mysteries.
wing?”
the pity; and that's the stubborn
once.
For the passing car. slowing to
“Hardly, you’d say. Apart from
Tlie attempt to trace three new truth. But I'm going to know, betown speed as it entered tbe town
the fact that they've been identified
fore we quit and call it a day.”
comers—or at most six—in a city
street, was no other than Canby's
as respectable citizens, unless every
By this time the road bail left 1 limousine, with Canby himself at
the size of Denver is much like
body has been lying to us, they arc
the narrow valley of the Pannikin.
looking for a needle in a haystack;
the wheel.
hours ahead of us—and have been
Knowing from the itinerary In the
and though they went short on
ever since we left St. Joseph. Canby
"If I wasn’t reasonably certain
route
book
that
there
were
hazards
sleep and were up early the next
is the man we haven’t been able to
that we’re both fairly sane and in
ahead on the descent to the Bed
morning, eight o'clock found them
locate.”
desert edge mining town of t'opah. ■ our right minds." Markham began.
still driving from one hotel to an
"Oh, no, not Canby. You arc for
Then. “You saw them, didn't you?"
and hoping to be able to have day
other, drawing blanks and losing
getting that he has Betty and her
“1 saw Canby, yes.”
light for the negotiating of them.
time.
lather with him."
“
But he wasn't alone."
Markham
did
not
spare
the
car
on
“There is simply no end to this,
"No; there were two people in
“I know. But in spite of that,
Wally,” Laudis protested.
"We
i the back seaL”
he is keeping tab on us, or trying might keep on all day In a city
"Exactly. Betty and her father,
to. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have with as many hotels as there are
of course.”
asked about us In the SL Joseph here. Our best chance is the open
“1 suppose so; though I couldn't
hotel. That looks as if he might road. We know where Oanby is
make them out very well."
have been following us, doesn’t It?" headed for. If we trail him, may
“But, see here; Canby was an
Landis shrugged. “I'm no mind- be we’ll flnd the Fleetwing In the
hour ahead of ns at the last plate
reader. There are times when I same gallery.”
we Inquired, which was only a few
wish I were—and this ls one of
“You didn’t beat me to it by
1 miles back. His car couldn't have
them."
more than half a minute," Mark
been the one we saw stopped up
Since the perturbed tavern keep ham returned, spreading the well
there on the mountain grade."
er was likely to do everything pos used road map on his knees.
"Of course not. The people who
sible to trace the car stolen from "Here's the nearest cut to the
were In that car pushed a rock
his premises, they took their time Timanyonl," he pointed out. “We’ll
; over on us. Resides, Canity hasn't
over breakfast Then Markham
get the grips and try our luck in
] m.v black box.”
told him he would pay a liberal re thc open, as you say."
"D—n!" gritted Markham Impaward for Information; after which
Fo| a short run over Hie high
|
tiently;
and then. “Owen, this
they went to sit on the tavern porch
way the trail refused to reveal
i thing is getting too many twists
and smoke and wait for results.
| Itself. But later they came to
and tangles in It—nltogether ton
"Not that there are likely to he
a filling station whose keeper told
many. I can’t understand how
any results,” Markham offered. "I’ve them he had helped change an in
Canby got behind us."
a hunch that we’ve lost the road ' ner tube on a Flcetwing Eight be
Landis shook his head. "Let's
ster for good and all."
1 tween six and seven o’clock that
wait a hit and see if another car
"Then we are ditched—out of the
morning. He said there were three
: doesn't turn up,” he suggested.
fight?"
•
men in the car, and be also re
"There must be another one, you
"Not by a d—d sight!" was the
called that the one he bad helped
know.”
•
snappy denial. “We are going to
with the tire had said they were
They waited for half an hour or
see this thing through now if it
from Louisville.
It Wat All Over in a Moment.
more and nothing turned up. “It s
takes all summer 1 If we don't
Questioned, he said he had no
no use,” Markham said at Inst.
the
way
up.
Nevertheless,
tt
was
hear from the lost car soon, we'll
recollection of seeing a Nordyke
"We may as well drive on and gel
coming
on
dusk
when
they
found
jlake a train and ride it until we
limousine, but that It might easily
something to eat.”
themselves entering upon the haz
peach
reach -some placa where I can buy
have gone by without his noticThey had eaten dinner Iu the die.
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^Havc to Get Up

at Night ?

SOCIETY UPSET BY
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
BROKEN ENGAGEMENT
Lady Moira Forbes and
De Brissac Not to Wed.

Peai Promptly with Bladder
Irregularities

Are you bothered with blad
der irregularities: burning,
scanty or too frequent passage
and getting up at night? Heed
promptly these symptoms.
They may warn of some dis
ordered kidney or bladder con
dition. Users everywhere rely
i on Doan’s Pills. Recommended
50 years. Sold everywhere.

Doan’s
'ills
OUR IUNIOR PUZZLE

“COME COLUMBA!’
Freddy is calling, “Come colitmba! Come columba!” and
folding out a piece of pop-corn.
Tf you want to sec what he is
calling, take a pencil and join all
the numbered dotf together,
starting with dot number one and
ending with dot number thirtyfive.* Freddy says his pet will
come and sit on his outstretched
arm.

Shocked
Mother (to smal! daughter Just
home from a visit)—I am sorry to
say your aunt gives a very poor ac
count of you: “Naughty, untidy,
unpunctual, untruthful. Inclined to
be Im—"
Daughter —Docs auntie really
write all that?
Mother—Yes.
Daughter (sadly)—What a thing
(o say to a child's own mother!

Snake* Grow Hot and Cold
The temperature of a reptile or
other cold-blooded animal In
creases and decreases with the rise
•nd fall of the temperature of its
surroundings. This Is in direct
contrast to the behavior of man,
whose body temperature, like that
Of practically all of the warm
blooded animals, remains essential
ly unchanged regardless of outside
temperature.
Card* Credited to Gypaioe
Playing cards are said to have
srlginated in India, probably being
brought into Europe by wandering
Iribes of gypsies about TOO years
•go.
Clubbing Gorilla* Reported
Gorillas which drive elephants
sway with large clubs are reported
to have been found in Africa.

ing room without seeing anybody
they recognized, and were making
inquiries at the desk for the CanbyLawson party.
"Nobody of either name this eve
ning," said the clerk, “hut that
doesn't necessarily spell anything.
If they are merely motoring
through, they may have taken din
ner tickets at the cashier's win
dow ; In which case we'd have nc
record."
“1 see," said Markham. Then he
took from his pocketbook the slip
upon which, in tlie SL Joseph ho
tel. he had copied the names of the
three Louisville men, and handed
it to the clerk. "Any of these gen
tlemen here?”
“Why, yes; all three of them.
They came in this afternoon.
There they are now—" pointing
across tlie lobby.
"Thanks,” said Markham, and
the two crossed to the neighbor
hood of the three, Markham sating,
"They don't know us, so we can
take a good look at them, for
whatever that way amount to,"
and accordingly they took a couple
of chairs a short distance from tlie
three where they could sit and
smoke and observe.

TO W. CCNTlNUftD

New York.—Society has a new
topic for speculation, aa old topic
for regret since it was announced
recently that the engagement ot
1-ady Moira Forbes of London aud
the Marquis de Brissac has been
broken.
The tipper crust of three coun
tries was Interested In the engage
ment aud anticipated the marriage.
Lady Forbes, twenty-two, is one
of tlie richest young women in Eng
land. She is the daughter of the
earl and countess of Granard and
the niece of Secretary of the Treas
ury Ogden Mills. Tlie Marquis de
Brissac, thirty-five, is a descendant
of one of the most Illustrious fam
ilies of France, and great-grandson
of the Dowager Duchess D'Uzes,
one of the grund dames of France.
Inserted Advertisement.
Why tbe engagement was broken
no one in Paris, in London, or here
would aay. The marquis inserted a ‘
paid notice lu the court column of
the London Times, saying, "Tlie
marriage arranged between the Mar
quis de Brissac aud Lady Moira
Forbes will not take place.” He de
dined to comment further.
Dowagers with loDg memories re
called that Lady Forbes' mother, the
former Jane Beatrice Mills of New
York, caused a flurry of English
heartbeats and heartbreaks before
she settled her affections on the
earl of Granard, and they wondered
If Lady Forbes was perhaps taking
after her mother.
It was widely reported at one
time, for example, that the beauti
ful Beatrice Mills, heiress to tbe
$40,000,000 Mills fortune, would
marry Lord Howard de Walden, who
at that time was the wealthiest peer
in England. The engagement was
to be announced at any moment, ac
cording to printed reports on both
sides of the ocean. But no announce
ment was ever made.
Instead, Beatrice Mills married
the earl of Granard in one ot the
most brilliant weddings of the 1900
season. The event took place at the
Mills town house. 2 East Sixty-ninth
street, Manhattan.
Nor did the brilliance of her life
abate one Jot when the American
girl transferred her residence to
England as a British peeress. For
years her Jewels were the talk of
London. Scribes asserted that sfig
was never twice ln public wearing
the same gems. Her tiaras were
more brilliant than those of Queen
Alexandra; some of her gowns were
literally encrusted with diamonds.
At the opening of parliament in
1909, Immediately after her mar
riage, she appeared In the press gal
lery so dazzlingiy arrayed that the
then prince of Wales made special
Inquiries to ascertain her Identity.
On her fluffy golden liair she wore
a crown with 12 glittering spikes,
each topped with a huge solitaire.
Around her throat there was a deep
collar of diamonds and below that
a necklace of vari-colored large
stones suspended from chains of
smaller ones. Beneath that was a
necklace of sapphires.
Annoyed at Joke.
There were some who said that
tlie countess' ostentation betrayed
an annoyance with certain of her
husbands friends who played a
practical Joke on him Just before the
wedding, and told about it Just aft
erward.
It seems that Granard was a cap
tain ln the Scots guards and no
more when Bannerman was chosen
prime minister and was called
upon to form his government.
Thinking to have a Joke at Grsnsrd's expense, his friends sent him
s telegram over Bannerman’a name,
summoning him to the prime minis
ter's residence and informing him
that the prime minister wished to
make him lord to waiting. Granard
hastened to Belgrave square, where
the prime minister then lived,
and presented himself and the tele
gram to Bannerman.
The prime minister, recognizing
the canard, hut equal to the situa
tion, promptly appointed Granard
lord In waiting. Shortly afterward
the king bestowed on him the honor
of master of the horse, a coveted
place In court circles.
The countess of Gransrd might
well have resented the Joke, even
though It turned out so happily, for
ail England and America heard and
smiled over IL

See What One Big Fish
Brought Him in Trade!
Nampa, Idaho.—Ijiek nf cash
doesn't prevent Charles Chadwell,
Walker Ferry fisherman, from pro
viding his family with food and
clothing. With steaks from a 2.50pound aturgeon he caught In the
Snaka river, Chadwell traded for
tpn pounds of hotter, eight boxes of
appiaa a slab nf bacon, two hams,
a quantity of fresh meat, a pair of
sheet, a sweater, gasoline for his
motet car, and $2.40 cash.

Lion Claw* Girl
Dallas, Texas. — Miss Marjorie
Kemp, whose means of livelihood
consists of speeding around a mo
tordrome In a small automobile with
• Nubian Hun as a passenger, was
clawed and seriously Injured by the
Hon while performing at Hie state
fair here.

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Mains
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
1-Struggle
50-Shewere
6-One who purchases 52-Ody (Scut.)
goods
53-Epoch
12- Portlco (Gr. Arch.) 54-Sewing loosely
13- A Hebrew month
56-Preflx. Wrong
14- Plsces In something S7-Revoke
17-Greet
59-Like a maiden
19- Part of the foot
«1-Rivtr In N. France
20- Sewing implement 62-A pastry (pl.)
63- Traya
(pl.)
64- Reclalma
22- Serlet
23- Eeglee
VERTICAL
25- Staggere
1- Dining-room
26- 0n the deep
employee
27- Speeds
2- Perfume
29- Lion (Latin)
3- Sainte (abbr.)
30- Slumbered
4- Lacerated
31- Paaaagea out
5- Tardier
33-Narratea
7- Abode ot evil
35- A beverage
spirits
36-To recline
8- lnequalities
38-Soaked
9Parity
40-Circlee
10-lront
43-Landecape
14- To state again
45-Compaee point
15- Girl'a name
(abbr.)
16- Makes blind
47-Porridge
49-Male deacendants 17- Apportion

VERTICAL (Cont.)
18-Ooze
21-River in Scotland
24- Caretakers of a
church
25- Lively (Music)
28-State of being
besieged
30-Toes
32-To follow closely
34-High priest (Bib.)
37- States
38- Member of the
senate
39- lngredient In. bread
40- Renege (Var.)
41-Guess
42- Collidet
44-Heart of anything
46-lnsect egg
48-Goddess of discord
(Gr. Myth.)
50- One who contends
in speed contest
51- A bird
54- Foundation
55- A grating
58-River (abbr.)
6C-The sheltered side

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Robinson
are receiving congratulations on thc
birth Jan. 3 of a son.
A party will be given by the Ameri
can Legion and Ladies' Auxiliary
Wednesday evening at Legion hall,
to all those taking part in the min
strel show of Dec. 29.
Jan 27 is the date of the Firemen s
gift ball at Memorial hall. Watch for
details.
There will be a public bridge and
63 party at the G.A R. rooms Thurs
day at 7 p m. The committee In
cludes Ola Ames. 8ada Robbins, Mar
garet Glidden. Margie ChlUes. Beulah
Drew, Cora Peterson, Clyde McIntosh,
Evelyn Patrick and Bernice Caulder.
Lunch will be served by Minnie
8mith, AUle Lane. Edith Smith and
Beulah Drew.
A large number of Vinalhavenltes
now residing in Boston attended the
song recital of Louise Bernhardt at
Jordan hall last Tuesday evening, and
pronounced It a rare musical treat.
The singer was ably assisted by Frank
Bibb at the piano and by a string
quartet. Miss Bernhardt has a fine
personality and possesses a dis
tinctly dramatic style and under
standing of the sympathy that exikts
between words and music. She sang
with exceUent voice, beautiful quality
of tone and musicianship Miss Bern
hardt is a summer visitor at Vinalhaven, where she has many friends
who are interested in her career.
• • • •

APPLETON

Tne recent beautiful snow soon dis
appeared. giving place to hare
ground and it seems almost incredi
ble that green grass should be seen
on Jan. 13. but it is in quite abund
ance. and neighbors here report see
ing a flock of wild geese.
The farirjers lare busy chopping
and lumbering, tending the animals,
and hauling their milk and cream
to market. The housewife is making
rugs, knitting, caring for thc poul
try and making patchwork.
Miss Fannie Gushee was a recent
caller at the home of her cousin
Mrs. Adcila Gushee.
Wallace Griffin is suffering from
quinsy sore throat.
Heibert Hall has employment with
' Roland Gushee, and Donald Hall
with Robert Gushee.
Raymond Paul, who suffered a
broken leg is now able to be about
and to drive his car.
“The Village Lawyer"
Appleton is surely meeting with
The sparkling comedy drama in many
losses through death of its old
four acts. "The Village Lawyer," was and respected residents, among them
presented Thursday evening at Me Joshua T. McCorrison and Addison
morial hall and was admittedly a big D. McCorrison, brothers and neigh
hit. the hall ringing with applause bors with only a few years difference
from the large and appreciative aud in their ages, and a few days differ
ience. Every part was well taken. The , ence in the dates of their death.
cast was cleverly chosen, each seem- '
is‘£u^Vy kkit7«uch
mg Just the right type for the cha™c- mrn
d citizens and much sympater portrayed. Calvin Vinal as Seth
t0 thp
ones.
Barrett, the village lawyer, was ex- j
ceptionally good, submerging his own
personality completely in the part.
Rev. P. J. Clifford as David Conant,
Seths political opponent and also
father of his sweetheart, cleverly por
trayed the heavy villain's part.
Meredith Trefrey as James Ferguson,
right hand man, acted his part well.
His makeup was especially good. Er
nest Arey as Allen Spencer, a sum
mer boarder in love with the lawyer’s
sister Angie Barrett, was perfect as i
the lover. Colon Winslow as Dan
Bright, learning to be a lawyer, proved
that he had undertaken thc right vo
cation. notwithstanding ltis fondnes, \
for dime novels.
Elizabeth Guilford Gray as Helen
Conant, daughter of the stern David,
pleased the audience with her sweet
demureness and steadfast faith in her
lover. Gertrude Vinal as Isabel Un
"I was in poor health from
derwood, an actress from gay Broad
various troubles. 1 have used a
way. played the difficult part with
number of bottles of Lydia E.
vivacity and charm, showing much
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
ability combined with perfect enunci
and I think it is fine. I nm now
ation which made her lines doubly ef
the mother of two nice healthy
fective. Dora Landers as Angie Bar
kiddies. 1 feel well and strong
rett, sister of Seth made a distinct
and I recommend this medicine
impression by her fine rendition and
to other women who need it.”—
attractive personality. Thc comedv
Mrs. IIarry Craft, Route 3,
parts. Sam and Mrs. Dill, taken by
Apollo, Pennsylvania.
Alfred Headley and Gwendoline
Green, were most amusingly por
trayed. Sam, the lazy henpecked hus
band, but not so dumb as he looked,
showed much devotion to his domi
neering wife. Mrs. Dill, a bossy wom
I \
f Pinkham Med (,o, l.ynn. Mast
an not afraid to speak her mind, de
picted humorous situations which re
ceived much applause.
Cora Peterson. last but not bs't I i
the role of Lobelia, colored, a house
hold factotum, delighted the large
audience with her usual abilltv in 1 EMBALMING 4
character parts. This was reallv a
•4CT0R AMBUIANG
difficult play but the cast, although
amateurs, proved equal to the situ- I Since 1840 this firm has faltti*”"®
ation under the efficient direction pf i served the Umilles of Knox County
the coach, Sidney Winslow. The ,
LADY AT TENDANT
chairman. Rev P. J. Clifford, pianist I
Day
Telephone 450—781-1
Mrs. Evelyn Hall, and makeup man
E. M. Hall, also deserve much credit
BURPEE’S
for their assistance. The committee
ROCKLAND, ME.
extends thanks to all for their co
operation in every way,
_____

in poor
health

Lydia E, Pinkham s
Vegetable Coinpcuml
iia

//w/zuMW/r/
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You should know

Truth ab
the cigarett
vou

because Camel has sold more billions of cigarettes than any other

special vacuum cleaning process has been developed that
removes all trace of dust. The absolute rejection of inferior
tobaccos and elimination of this dust represent the highest
standards ever attained in cigarette manufacture. The ciga
rette that is blended from the most expensive tobaccos under
these modem conditions is as non-irritating as any smoke
can possibly be. It’s the tobacco that counts. '

packed. They smoke hot and dry. I'he Humidor Pack,
although more expensive, gives protection ordinary cello
phane cannot equal. It is made of J-ply, MOISTUREPROOF cellophane, tailored snugly to the package, and
WELDED into a seamless envelope. Air cannot get in.
Freshness cannot get out. The cigarettes are always in prime
condition. An illusion of coolness can be achieved by adding
certain chemicals to tobacco. But even chemicals cannot do
more than mask the heat of quick-burning, dry tobaccos. The
coolest cigarette is the freshest cigarette — the least irritating,
the one that has the costliest tobacco. A cigarette blended
from expensive tobaccos tastes cooler than one that is harsh
and acrid. It’s the tobacco that counts.

brand, we were the natural people to write to. And we are the

4. Question: What about heat treating?

6. Question: What is the purest cigarette?

natural people to tell the facts about cigarettes. We have always

Answer: This is one of the real superstitions of the tobacco
business. All cigarette manufacturers use the heat-treating
process. But harsh, raw, inferior tobaccos require consider
ably more intensive treatment than choice ripe tobaccos.
High temperatures conceal, to some extent, the harsh effects
of low-cost tobacco, although this parching process may pro
duce a rather flat and lifeless flavor. But neither the heat
treatment nor any other treatment can take the place of
good tobacco. Heat can never make cheap, inferior tobac
cos good. It's the tobacco that counts.

A nswer: All popular cigarettes arc made under sanitary con
ditions unsurpassed even in the packing of foods. All ciga
rettes are made with practically identical modern machinery.
Uniformly fine cigarette paper is used. If any single manu
facturer should claim superior purity it could only be inter
preted as a confession of weakness unless he pinned bis claim
exclusively on the tobacco he used. Purity in a cigarette lies in
the tobacco used. Choice grades of tobacco, from which even
the fine dust of the tobacco itself has been removed, are less
irritating, therefore “purer” than inferior tobaccos. It's the
tobacco that counts.

2A great deal of confusion has been caused by certain repre

sentations made in cigarette advertising. A clamor of competitive

claims has bewildered the public. We have received hundreds of

letters asking us the truth about the conflicting claims of various

brands.

Because Camel first popularized cigarette smoking,

offered an honest cigarette, honestly advertised.
1. Question: What is the mildest cigarette?

3. Question: What cigarette is easiest on

Answer: The fact that a cigarette is insipid and tasteless
does not mean that it is mild. The fact that it has been
artificially flavored or scented does not mean it is mild.
Mildness means that a cigarette is so made that it is gentle
and non-irritating without sacrifice offlavor. This is almost
entirely a question of the quality of the tobaccos and the
skill in their blending. Practically all of today’s popular
cigarettes are manufactured and rolled in much thc same
way. 1 he difference comes in the tobaccos that are used.
While the irritating effects of cheap, raw tobaccos can be
removed to some extent by intensive treatment, nothing
can take the place of the more expensive, naturally fine
tobaccos. The mildest cigarette is the cigarette that is made
of the best tobaccos. It’s the tobacco that counts.

the throat?

2. Question: What cigarette has the best

Answer: The easiest cigarette on your throat is the cigarette
that is made from the choicest ripe tobaccos. Cheap grades
of tobacco are, as you would naturally expect, harsh in their
effects upon the throat. And there is a peppery dust oc
curring to some extent in all tobaccos. Finding its way into
many cigarettes, this dust has a decidedly irritating effect. A

5. Question: What cigarette is coolest?

Answer: Many myths have been woven around “cool
ness.” The facts are simple: Cool
ness is determined by the speed of
burning. Fresh cigarettes, containing
as they do 12% moisture, burn more
slowly than parched, dry cigarettes.
That is why they smoke cooler. This
makes thc method of wrapping very
well known by leaf
important. Improperly wrapped ciga
rettes begin to dry out as soon as
tobacco experts, that Camels are made

It is a Fact,

flavor?
Answer: There are just three factors that control the flavor
of a cigarette. The addition of artificial flavoring. The blend
ing of various tobaccos. And the quality of the tobaccos
themselves. Quality is by far the most important. Cheap,
raw tobacco can be disguised in part by artificial flavoring.

from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos

than any other popular brand. We actu

7. Question: What about blending?
Answer: Even if other manufacturers should in the future
use the finer, more expensive tobaccos which go into Camels,
they would still be unable to duplicate Camel’s match
less blending. Tobaccos are blended to give a cigarette its
own distinctive individuality. The characteristic delicacy and
flavor of the Camel blend have won not only the esteem of
the American public, but the sincere admiration of other
cigarette manufacturers, who have spent hundreds of thou
sands of dollars and years of effort trying to discover how the
costly tobaccos in Camels are blended. Butin vain. Camel’s
matchless blend is a priceless asset. Yet its fine full flavor is
made possible because Camels use more expensive tobacco.
It’s the tobacco that counts.

ally pay MILLIONS MORE every year

But it can never equal the goodness of mild, ripe, costly tobaccos.

Adding a number of poor things together will not make a
good thing. And when you consider that domestic cigarette
tobaccos vary in price from 5* a pound up to 40* a pound,
and imported tobaccos from 50* to $ 1.15, the difference in
cigarette flavors is readily apparent. Tobacco men long ago
learned to choose, for flavor, the cigarette blended from the
costlier tobaccos. It’s the tobacco that counts.

to insure your enjoyment.
(Signed) R. J. RIYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C.

yNO TRICKS
...JUST

Copyright, 1933, B. J. Remolds Tobacco Company

COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
IN

!•

A

MATCHLESS

BLEND
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Rheumatic Finds
122-Year-Old
Pain Relief!

substituting for Mrs. Elizabeth
French-English Rivalry
ROCKHORT
Spear. Papers will be given by Mrs.
Began With Fur "'.fade , _
_
,
,
Annie Hodgman on "Goethe, Ris
----------- es- [ Oeorge Greenlaw of Waldoboro Llfe.g Story;. and ,„y Mrs UuUe
Early------------------------Canadian hislory »ts
spatially the striving of tw; rival. . was a ca"er Sunday on fiiends in
on --peter the Great
nations for supremacy In the fnr I t0^
BaUard re(urned
Mrs. Co:a Upham and Mrs. Minnie
trade. The French entered Canada urday to University cf Maine to re- Piper will be in charge of the pic
nic supper preceding the regular
by tlie St. Lawrence river and |ten- I flume her studies
meeting of Harbor Light Chapter
pirated to ttie West by way of tlie
Mrs. Eva Moon was able to be O E.S., this evening.
Ottawu valley trade route.
- about the house Sunday for the. first
Members of Fred A. Norwood.
Tlie English, on tlie other hand, I time following her recent illness.
W R C . who were unable to be pres
came into the North through Hud- I Congratulations are extended io ent at the meeting last Friday night
sou strait and Hudson and James Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Cavanaugh are asked to take or send their do
bays, at tlrst on Individual ventures, on tlje birth of a 71.- pound son. Jan. nations for the gift tree to the meetk
* f
but later with national support. 13 at Community Hospital. Camden ,
Thc newcomer has been named John ture Af
h„ evening's
.s nrMrttm
h.„
of ,the
program ,there
They established trading posts on Heywood.
will be work on candidates, also
James and Hudson hays under royal
Mrs. Lulu Eaton returned last
charter granted to "The Governor week to Winterport after a visit at lunch will be served.
and Company of Adventurers of the home of Capt. nnd Mrs. Ernest
APPLETON
England trading into Hudson's Torrey.
Miss Nellie Freethey of Brooklln
Bay," more generally knowu as ttie
Tlie Thursday night prayer and
is guest of her sister. Mrs. Etia
Hudson's Bay company.
song service will be held with Mrs
The boundaries of the country Carter. Union street.
Rev Philip lolman returned Sat- Blanche Davidson
granted in this charter were not
to Leominster, Mass., after
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Perry (Bertha
very definite, but they overlapped urday
visiting his sister, Mrs. Herbert I Johnson i are rejoicing in the birth
what the French considered their Mann.
Of a daughter, Elizabeth Arline.
sphere ot influence extending uortli
Mrs. Thurston Spear and inThe W C T.U. met with Miss Adna
from the valley of the St. Lawrence. fant daughter left Knox Hospital p;^nl;ln Monday afternoon.
In consequence of this clashing of Monday and are at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Addie Robbins and grandinterests, bloodshed usually followed WiUlam Spear, Beauchamp street, {jauglvter Muriel Robbins spent the
every meeting of the French and where they will remain for several weeiten(J with Mr. and Mrs. Ravmond
English.—Arthur A. Cole iu Cana days before returning to West Rock- Carleton of South Union.
i port.
dian Geographical Journal.
Gushee
Mrs. Emma Torrey has been con-, . Mr
... and Mrs._ Roland
.
.
, and
fined to the bed for several davs rhdd^n
S„undav *ueste of Mr
I from
the prevailing
epidemic.,a2,d ■'*rs Wl11
Wealth Made Available
Among other late victims of the dis- , Mr and Mrs. Henry Brown of
by Ravages of Rivers j temper are Mrs. Maria Knight. Mr North Vassalboro visited relatives in
Agricultural experts in the Unit ind Mrs. W. E. Whitney. Mrs. May-' town Sunday.
Carleton Gushee left his car in
ed States are worried about the I nard Ingraham, sons William and
j Maynard. Maynard Thomas and I Sea View Garage and came home
amount of soil that is washed down Mrs. Effie Veazie.
, with a V8 Ford coupe.
to tlie sea by American rivers every
Hollis Wooster is with his brother ' Thc High School play, "Two Days
year. According to an official esti Kenneth T. Wooster in Portland for , to Marry" was given to a large and
mate, over 000,000,000 tons are lost I a few days.
1 appreciative audience Friday night
annually in this way.
The meeting cf the Twentieth and the sum of $28 was cleared. The
But it is only fair to take into Century Ciub will be held Friday at plot was good and the parts well
account the fact tliat if rivers de the home of Miss Marion Weidman. taken.
nude the land In this way there Is
a credit side to their activities. By
softening and breaking up rocks
they have made it easier to work
mineral deposits.
Valuable alluvial deposits ot gold
and platinum, such as are found In
some parts of the world, are also
due to tlie action of rivers on tlie
land. They have been set free by
the wearing away of the rocks In
which they were hidden and carried
downstream to places where ttiey
can be secured with much less
trouble.—London Answers.

Miss Edna Hilt of North Warren
was in town Monday.
Mrs. Emery Wooster. Jr. (Eleanor
Eutler) of North Haven is vis'tinr
relatives in town.
Edward Biggins of Bangor has been
placed on the danger list at a hospi The prescription of u physiciun who lived
122 years ago is bringing comfort and
tal in that city.
relief from puins of rheurnatL-m. neuritis,
Douglas Anderson who has been lumbago and seiatica to hundreds of folks
confined to the house with grippe re hereabouts. It is called Johnson’s Anodyne
l.iniment, and its action is so swift, sooth*
turned to school Monday.
ing and harmless that it checks backMrs. Edwin Smith who since clos breaking aches and pains, reduces stiffness
ing her rooms at the Knox Hotel has and swelling from tortured limbs and
like magic.
been visiting relatives in New Jersey, joints
Simply get u bottle of Johnson’s Anodyne
left Saturday for Thomasville, Ga
Liniment from your drug or grocery store.
Lathe the sore parts with water as hot
where she will be at the Three Toms as
you can bear and then dry. Then apply
Tavern for the winter.
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment several times
Miss Ve-nette Cross is visiting rela u day, rubbing gently with palm of the
If pain is too severe for rubbing,
tives in Banqor during a week's vaca hand.
saturate a clean cloth with Johnson's
tion from the E. B. Crockett store. Anodyne Liniment and apply until dry.
Then put on another cloth saturated with
Rockland
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment. You’ll feel
Mrs. E. L. Montgomery who is with so
much better. Try it tonight, l.ong-lssther daughter Mrs. Erman L. Lamb in ing bottle costs only
Three times as
much
only CU<.
Nutley, N. J . for the winter, is nowvisiting relatives in Hammonton.
N. J.
FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Davis were called
to Portland Saturday on account of
Hervey C. Allen of Rockland was in
the illness of their daughter's hus
band. Eben Bowman. Mr. Davis has town on business Friday
returned, his wife retraining for a
Alfred H. Morton and Stanley Po
time.
land were in Finntown Saturday.
Isaac N. Young Is leaving Priday for
Capt. Roy Morton and Capt. and
Medford. Mass. to spend several Mrs. Lew J. Wallace motored to Grand
months with his daughter. Mrs. Eliza Manan Thursday. On the return trip
Smith.
they were accompanied by Mrs. Mor
Mrs. Evelyn Gillis has returned ton and Miss Sarah Morton who have
from a visit to her sister in Rockland spent several months visiting relatives
Fred Hinckley is at the home of Mr there.
and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton, ill with
Mrs. W. H. Hahn entertained the
grippe. Later he is expecting to go
4-H Club at her home Saturday aft
to Bermuda.
The meetings at the Baptist Church ernoon. She was assisted by Mrs
with Homer Grimes, evangelist lead Kenneth Thompson
Miss Bernice Lermond of Lincoln
er, will close next Sunday. Tonight
a delegation from the Warren church ville is visiting Miss Flora Wallace.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Trask have re
will be present. Rev. Mr. Welch and
turned to their home on Swan's Island
Chester Wyllie will sing a duet.
The members of the Beta Alpha after visiting Rev. and Mrs W E.
'
Club are requested to meet with Mrs Lewis.
The men of the Methodist parish
Leila Smalley this Tuesday afternoon
at 2 to cemplete the making of roses will sevre a supper in the vestry Wed
U be distributed at the service Thurs nesday evening. The public is cor
day evening, in memory cf, and to dially invited.
Mr. and Mrs Linwood Timberlake
living mothers.
Rev. H. S. Kilborn is leaving for of Auburn are visiting Rev E. H.
Boothbay this afternoon to attend Timberlake.
the funeral of Mrs Sidney Packard. 1 Mrs James Murphy visited her
Mrs. Clarence R: bin: on who has daughter Miss Rosa B. Carter in Bath
been visiting her sister in Andover, recently.
Mass has returned home.
Eldred Patch has returned to his
Harry Stewart is i’i Pc: Hand, hav- home in Stoneham. Mass . after visit
ing metered up I
!|;’ hl.,tlur All-mi Patch for ten
Mr Higgins returned Monday to day.
hts (jUl.
. :
i!.. -.
it. n: Mitchell has taken over the
Schocl commercial department, after Cushman bakery route in Union,
a week out on account of lllnesFriendship and Waldoboro.
Much sickness in town include a
The Friendship Sunshine Workers
goodly number of the pupils In the held their third meeting at Mr:
Hahn's home Saturday. There were
schools.
Charles McGinnis has returned to 24 members present At the tlrst
Boston after a short stay a? his hem? meeting these officers were elected:
President, Ava Wallace: vice presi
on Beechwoods street.
This evening at 7.45 at thc Metho dent, Annie Wallace: treasurer.
dist Church, the anticipated presen Eleanor Lash: cheer leader. Marjorie
tation of "The Green Pastures' will E. Simmons: club reporter, Laura
be given with a prelude of southern Murphy; song leader. Orace Benner:
melodies on the ergan by Mr ; Julia color bearer. June Vose. The cooking
Woodccek and a brief dramatic intro- -etion of the club furnished candy
duction by Miss' Rita Creighton for refreshments. The sewing section
Smith. Mrs Lilian Copping and her worked on their aewing project.
chorus will give a delightful anti
____________
worthwhile progTam.
BASKETBALL BATTLES
Thc Knights of Pythias will give a
dance in Watts hall Jan. 27
Michael Dolinich of Booker street
Waldohoio a Dual Winner
who underwent a surgical operation
Waldoboro
High School's two
at Knox Hospital last Friday, is re
basketball teams motored over to
covering.
As Mrs. I abel Canaire was driving Richmond Saturday night and
through Thomaston abou; 530 p m picked a couple of easy ones cfl thc
Sunday, when opposite Dr. E. W. plum tree—the boys winning 20 to
Hodgkins' house, her car skidded to 14 while the girls had an even more
the south side or the road and struck impresrive victory—31 to 17. The
p. hydrant, breaking it off It a.so £ lores:
t truck a large elm tree bruising thc
Roys Game
bark in three places Mrs Canaire was
Waldoboro
taken to Dr Hodgkins' office where a
O
F
p
cut on the head required three
4
1
9
stitches. One arm was also bruised. E. Achorn. rf .......
0
1
1
Word was sent to her husband who , Piper. If ...
0
4
6
came for her and carried her to ihtir Leavitt, c
•
r
0
home. Waldoboro R. F D. The car H?ald. rg
1
0
which was a comparatively new De R. Achorn,
voe, was badly broken up. one side
20
ar>d the top being demolished. In its
Richmond
wild plunge the car complete'y re
versed and headed toward Rockland
G
F
The broken hydrant let out a power Curren, rf
1
3
ful stream of water which plowed Bennett, If
't
i)
0
through the gravel sidewalk It vaj Little, c ..
0
0
soon taken care of by the water com Call, rg .
0
0
0
pany’s local crew.
Watts, lg
2
I

STILL GOING STRONG

BLACKINGTON’S
MARKDOWN SALE
This tale will continue unt I every
winter garment is <lo ed out.
Regardless of cost, get your share.

FOR SALE
RUL’D

Instantaneous Automatic

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER
Size 4. Style F
Practically New
Can Be Seen At This Office
130-tf

RADIO
SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES OF SETS

R. W. TYLER
PRONE 58-23

Light Trucking
Parcel Delivery
Family Washings
( ailed l or and Delivered

Walter Dorgan
Tel. 1C6-R

Legislative Notices

in Everybody’s Column?
Advertisements ln this column not to ;
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25

FOR SALE

j

cents, three times fo- oO cents. Addi
The following committee will give tional lines flve cents each for one time.
E. J. DAVIS place on Bummer St.
Six word? !• THE
public hearing in its room at the State 10 cents for three times.
(or sale All modern, heated garage.
make a line.
House, in Augusta.
R U. COLLINS, Real Estate. 375 Malr
WEDNESDAY. JANl'ARY 18. 1933
—
St . Rockland
149-tl
JL'DICIARY—2 P M. An Act to ReLUMP soil coal. $7 50; screened, $9 50;
vise the Laws Relating to Sea and Shore | •
hard
coal.
$13.50;
coke.
$10
50.
J. H.'
Fisheries
6&7 $
PAUL8EN Tel Thomaston 84-2.
6tf
STATE OF MAINE
•
AT 13 Maverick St., live room house to
In Senate. January 4. 1933.
let. garage, electric lights. JOSEPH
Ordered, the House concurring, that M **■**♦ .
CHRISASTOMO.
5*7
no bill or resolve be received by this,
legislature after four oclock In the
DOO lost, female fox hound, year old.
CLARION KITCHEN RANGE and Oas
afternoon of Tuesday. February 7. 1933. black, white and brown, owner s name Range lor sale, both ln good condlton.
except by unanimous consent ln the1 on collar. Notify WILLIAM AHO or A. W GREGORY, care J. F Oregory Sons
bodv ln which It Is Introduced, and , JOHN T. SUHONEN. Waldoboro. Me., Company.
7-9
- P- 2.
- ______________________________5.7
further.
B_
FOR
SALE- Hlghest quality feeds for
That any bill or resolve which shall be
NECKLACE lost Jen 10 between Rock- ...
...
dairy farmers, stock and poultry
recehed In either body of this leglsla-j ]and anq Rockport. Two strands white. 1 all
feeders.
and made
fresh dally. We
^eockb\nl,?.%n'^eVn^tFe%te;
““P ADEIAIDE “Ti'
t 'SEw
feedfhg
<hnn
hn
tn
Riirhtv.iiovpnth
!
farmer
on
the
West
Meftdow
Rd. feeding
shall be referred to the Eighty-seventh
our dairy rations for one week reports
Legislature If unanimous consent for Its 1
I
as
follows:
Milking
six
cows,
saved
$3
reception Is not given ln the other body ■{♦*♦♦♦♦***♦♦*♦♦■> l per ton over what he had been feeding.
ln concurrence.
♦
t
Was
feeding
a
24
per
cent
ration,
bought
These orders shall not apply to bills ,
11/
♦ 1 our 20 P*r cent ration, was getting 5Va
reported by any Joint standing or Joint 1 a
. | cans milk dally from the 24 per cent,
select committee in the regular course i
♦ , got seven cans dally from our 20 per
of business nor to such bills and resolves ' ♦R**************H|
cent. Besides the saving of $3 per ton
as ure Intended only to facilitate the •
he gained two quarts of milk per day
business of the Elghty-slxth Legislature.
HOUSEKEEPERS position wanted In per ccow. Some gain and some saving,
-------good family rather than high wages. This man Is only
•nly oone of our many
STATE OF MAINE
Best of references. ’’E. L.. Courier-Ga boosters, and the above 9tory came to us
in Senate. January 4. 1933. ! zette.
5*7 entirely unsolicited. Don’t say I can’t.
Ordered, the House concurring, that I----------------------------------------------------------- We say you can. Fresh mixtures of these
no bill for private or special legislation
WANTED—You to know of course it's I pure feeds daily. Puts more milk In
be received by this legislature after four , flrst quality when you see it In Stover’s your milk cans, and more eggs In your
o’clock ln the afternoon on Tuesday. | ads We receive hundreds of calls weekly egg baskets. Cash and carry prices
or deliveries anywhere C. O. D. Tel.
____ If ■
consent In the body ln which it is intro and feeds are first quality. The prices 1200
More for less. At STOVER’s
duced and further.
are so low that people cannot believe CASH ORAIN STORES. DISTRIBUTORS
Tliat any bill for private or special It until they are shown
Unless w- for STOVER FEED MFO CO., on track at
legislation which shall be received ln specifically state otherwise every Item 86 Park 8t.. Rockland. Me
5-7
either body of this legislature by advertised Is absolutely first grade grain. ——, ' «>*<w v v.----------------- :---------------------unanimous consent after four o’clock flours and feeds Cash and Carry and . TWO FAMILY house on Lake Avenue
»n the afternoon on Tuesday. January deliveries everywhere C. O. D. Phone
8ajj; ha8 toHH. and electric
31st. 1933. shall be referred to the Eighty- 1200 No middlemen Carload lots dl- L*. i’ $.5* "replaces first class conseventh Legislature If unanimous con rect from the West to you
More for dttlon in8lde ™d outbftrn- about
sent for Its reception is not given In the less. STOVER S CASH ORAIN STORES
fte?dl Bnd Swo BCre*
other body in concurrence
DISTRIBUTORS lor STOVER FEED'. Can be sold at low price on rent plan
A true copy of above orders
MFC, CO., on track at 86 Park St., I V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080.
Stf
Attest
ROYDEN V BROWN.
Rockland, Me
______________________
5-7 ,
5-13
Secretary of the Senate.
WOODLOT owner*, get your wood cut'
“nd Knitting Yarns lor Bale by
will cut to halves Write "WOOD." ??2ti^tt
S- free
IL m
"Motorists will find the Hotel free;
care this paper
5*7 DARTLari r, Harmony, Me.
156-10
Bellevue in Boston. Mass., easily ac
_____— new AND SECOND HAND Cabinet
cessible from all the main high ---------------------------------------------------------- Heaters for coal, oil or wood. Pipe and
pipeless furnaces at reduced prices. A.
ways leading in and out of Boston. BI «*«.*.*********• T.
NORV
----------NORWOOD.
Warren Tel
1-tf
Garage facilities within a few min '
ALADDIN
LAMP PARTS at oil time*.
♦
utes walk of the hotel."
Prompt
service.
CRIK
HARDWARB
CO.
I
A
«|
1-tf
^*♦♦♦*******♦•♦0
DRY fitted wood and Junks, under
STORE to let. middle section of 8tud- cover. 110; lone. 18
T J. CARROLL.
ley Block. Main St . 18 ft front, two j Tel 263-21 or 739-M Rockland.
1-tf
entrances, first class condition. Inlaid
Hmmmmmhimh*mhh
linoleums, beam celling. 125 month. V.:
F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel 1080
Bt*-************M
4-tf i
THREE nice furnished rooms to let ♦
for light housekeeping, all heated, with
private bath and garage Call 69 NORTH ♦------------------------------------ •
MAIN ST . or Tel 261-J.__________ 7-9
BANKRUPT NOTICE
A meeting of the creditors of Leon J.
to let. range, connected with boiler. $5
nf Rnrki&nri Maine who was
week without garsge. and *5 50 with ■ Whlte “ Roc*lan(>- Maine, who
adjudged bankrupt January 14. 1933. will
Ktrage V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St be held at the Knox County Court
Tel 1080 ___________________________ 3-tf House
in Rockland Maine on the 2d
February
1933 ___
at __10 _A _______
M . at
STORE und equipment to let. West-day
___ _of________
.. ____
end Market. Thomaston, $15 month, which time creditors may attend, prove
grocery store location for 50 years V. their claims, appoint u trustee, esamlue
F STUDLEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
the bankrupt und transact such other
Il8.9<t|l llllllllll.........•<
____________________________________3-tf j business us may properly come before
j u t nn i u iinrnuiuu«n«uiu ui i ux u
||' IUIIU11II11
llllllllll
FREE First month s rent ut 17 War- i a
vu wrcvsi-i’ i /• t it-t-i f
ren St... to reliable purtle, ulso_price.
fK™?er2e in Bunkruyncy
K 1
reduced; four to nine rooms. Oarage
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at RockApply 11 JAMES 8T
151-tf
cvp ■JIOM -________ — -l»nd Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order*
Improvementl* D~r O RABTLETT.'d
H. C. RHODES. *$»• M9-JI cilllllliilil Immli 1|
Llmerock
8t.
Tel.
982
1-tf
IllllUlillll
mu imirnmniuiunpp111 in
NOTICE—After this date I shall pay
APARTMENT to let ln Blcknen Block no bills contracted by my wife Lizzie
MRS B B SMITH. Unco in St. Tel 264 Collins, who has left my bed and board
1-tf without cause. ALTON N. COLLINS.
Searsmont Me Jan 16. 1933._______ W
partr
ROCKI rooms
tcTwhom IT MAY CONCERN—I will
11 CAMDEN
I LAND WAAtE1T CO.
Tel 634 8e
1-tf not be responsible for any bills contract
I HAVE furnished rents and unfur ed by any one except myself. MRS
nished rents at all prices: also good bar- CiEOROE A OREENROSE. West Rock6’8
klns ln real estate. ROBERT U. COL- port. Maine
INS. 375 Main St Tel. 77.
1-tf
WATCHES AND CLOCKS repaired.
Choice of six tempting flavors
bought
>ught and sold. CHARLES
(
FETTEROLI.
Thomaston.
Me
-----------"__________________________
6^8
WATCH and Clock Repairing. Grand
father and antiques. Call and deliver.
SALE PRICE
Pkg$.
S A. MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St .
Rockland. Me___________________ 156*10tf
I
4l************"**
,**jl♦ WHEN you are piannmg to sell your
eblckens and fowl, call PETER ED
WARDS Tel. 806-J. Rockland
1-tf
For Uie with Desserts
ALL SONS AND ORAND6ON8 OF
. CIVIL WAR VETERANS over 1C years of
age. and not members of any Sons of
Union Veterans Camp: will receive Im
portant Information if they will send
Laryt Can
their names and addresses, with a 3-cent
1 stamp to Past Department Commander,
Fincy Soft Shell Oregon
FRANK E SMALL. Cooper s Mills. Me
6-8
YOU FOLKS WHO BURN OIL try
Lb
Shell It gives good heat, burns cleaner
LIVE POULTRY wanted. Truck will than other oils You’ll welcome the re
call _any----------------------time
Htvhest
GEORGE H
THOMAS FUEL
CQ prices
741 Mbpaid suits
PAPER
CITY POULTRY
lain COMPANY Camden. The only dlstrlbuRoyal Nut Topped, Fruited
St . Westbrook. Me.
4*77 iors of Shell Fuel Oils.
ltf

LOST AND FOUND ♦

A N 1I L'EiU
11 *
ff /All

TO LET

SPECIALS-JANUARY 16-21

MISCELLANEOUS
n*******«******u

NATION-WIDE

Primitive Vessels

Having hewed out the Inside of a
tree trunk, primitive man produced
a dug-out, such as may now, be seen
at Glastonbury, preserved as a relic
of our British ancestors, or in ac
tive use today in the Celebes of the
East Indies, the Marquesas Is
lands of the Soutli Pacific, in Man
churia and throughout Africa.
This form of canoe reached Its
highest expression in tlie cedar
boats of the Red Indians, now prac
tically supplanted by the motor boat
as a result of our taste for canned
sulmon. In fashioning these boats
no line was drawn or even
scratched; yet tlie symmetry was
practically perfect, and the sides
chipped out by flint tomahawks
were uniform la thickness.

Just one of the miny better food
products sold exclusively by
Nation-Wide Service Grocers.

r

Sargasso Sea Long Feared

Tlie fear of the Sargasso sea
dates hack more than 2,000 years.
Aristotle wrote nhobt its perils. Be
fore liis time Phoenician mariners
brought hack stories of great fields
of sen plants which were n menace
to ships. In the Fifteenth century
a merchant of Cadiz sent a galley a
huudred leagues westward and eust
winds swept it into this region of
weeds and calms, from which it was
with much difficulty freed.
The Sargasso sea stretches from
the east bank of tlie Gulf stream,
off the coast of Florida, to a point
half way across to Africa. Tlie par
I allel 28 degrees nortli latitude and
tlie parallel 60 degrees west longi
tude pass through the center of It

Girls’ Game
Wald .boro

“Why did you pick out such a
pretty cook?'1'
"My husband Is away a great deal
and I wanted to have police protec
tion.” -Funny Scraps.

Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 30 P M.,
Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30, Ston
ington at 4.40. clue to atrlve at Swan's
Island about 6.00 P. M
B. II. STINSON.
130-tl

Marshmallow Fluff

19e

Walnuts

25e

Stuffed Dates

19c

P*H

COMBINATION
Cslil.—Yellow Eye
or Kidney

1

nat‘on‘wide

Beans

1

NATION-WIDE

Codfish Calces

Both for

25‘

SNIDERS

Catsup

Arsenic Eaters

In the iron mountain regions of
tlie Austrian province of Styria,
F
p where arsenic Is a by-product of
Q
Anderson, rf ....
8
2 18 'ron and smelting, some peasants
Colwell. If .....
6
1
13 •at this virulent poison. It Is
Benner, c .......
i)
0 I 'aken in small doses, which are
0
Burner, sc ......
0
0
0I
Maloney, lg ....
H
0 gradually Increased as the system
0
B. Lovejoy, rg .
0
II
0 becomes used to It. until It may be
F. Lovejoy, If ...
0
0 laken daily, without visible ill ef
0
D. Creamer, ix
0
0
0 fect, in quantities sufficient to kill
an average person. The arsenic Is
14
31 supposed to clear the complexion,
increase the appetite, and improve
Riclimond
P breathing, especially for mountain
G
F
Averyl, rf ...................... 3
9 climbers.—Melville 15. Grosvennr. In
3
Crommett, If .............
4
ii
8 the National Geograpic Magazine.
, c ........................ 0
0
0
Purting. sc ..................... 0
0
0
Baker, lg ........................ 0
Swatosh’s Storm Theory
0
0
Emmons, rg ......
0
11
0
All storms are caused by magnet
Little, If ........................ 0
II
0 ic influences in tlie upper atmo
Small, sc ........................ 0
0
0 sphere, which revolves around the
earth, says Joseph S.Swatosh. “Then
17 there is also the Heaviside layer,
which likewise revolves In about
three years.” He believes holes de
UNION
velop In this layer, due to lack of
Paul Plumer was heme from resistance to tlie magnetic influences
Augusta last week and was suffer of tlie upper atmosphere, named by
ing from an attack of the prevailing liim tlie “stratospberode,” causing
epidemic.
wind or rain on tlie eartti. From
Mrs. Wad- of Waterville is with sneh a point, storms spread out
her fitter Mrs. Herbert Mank for a nlong storm lines.
few weeks.
There was large attendance and
good interest at the Epworth League
Night Lamp Saves Herrings
Sunday i vening. Miss Lary led the
The aquarium at Amsterdam,
service.
A very pleasant meeting of the Holland, has tlie reputation of be
Woman's Home Missionary Society ing the only one which lias been suc
auxiliary was held Thursday of last cessful in housing a school of her
ring. The difficulty of keeping ttiese
week with Mrs. Jennie Thurston
Thc half-yearly report of the work fish In aquarium quarters. It is said,
of the society was very encouraging
is tliat they bump into the rocks ut
A letter from Mrs. B. W. Russell ol night and kill themselves. Officials
Rockland, a former member of the at the Amsterdam aquarium have
-ociety wa- read by Mrs. Thurston overcome this obstacle by providing
and the cheerful, hopeful message the herring with a night lamp.
received with pleasure.
Rev. Mr. Corson visited thc church
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
school Sunday, going in the aiterSTEAMBOAT CO.
ncon. with Miss Lurey and Pastor
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Moyle, to the services at Washing
Steamer leaves Swan s Island at 5 3t
ton.
A M Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7 25

1*

3

14

PUBLIC TO BENEFIT

STATE OF MAINE

To use with the
Beans end
Codfish Cakes

2

Lye

29c

Bots

GEN. KNOX

Peanut Butter

aunt jemima

BABY CHIX. Wyllle’s Strain S. C Red*
State accredited for white diarrhoea
Bred for eggs, type and color; $16 per
hundred for March
Discount on 500
or more F H WYLLIE & SON Thom
aston. Me Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6
1-tf

Swans Down

Pancake Flour

CAKE

WILLIAM E. DORNAN
& SON, inc.

Cemetery Memorials

*und sea shells are best
NATURAL
for poultr:ry By bag or ton Write AL143*145
FRED RA WLEY Long Cove. Me

EAST UNION. MAINE

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

SAUER KRAUT

Keys made to order. Keys maae
tn fit locks when orlftnal keys are
tost. House, Office er Car. Code
books provide key* tor nil leeks
without bother.
Scissors end
Knives Sharpened.
Frompt Service, tteaoonahle Prtees

Crie Hardware Co.

What a Combination!
Peckeg

23c

2 Lb Glass
Bucket

• EGGS AND CHICKS J

IOS MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TS1

M-tr

PUT UP IN
th Gallon Kexs,
$2 40
4 Gallon Rets.
S2.90
Vi Canons Kraut Pickle.
$2.00
Great for your health
Forty-nine years of experience.
Ship It all over the United States.

EDWIN A. DEAN
Tel. 671-J,

Kockland. Me.
157S6

And e 12 Ox Jug

FLOUR

nation-wide
Syrup
BOTH FOR

Pks

28'

23‘

And pk], of Four Food Colorings
FREE

NATION-WIDE
GREAT FOR HASH OR SLICED
COLD

ANGLO

Certon

SPLENDID BRAND

Corned Beef

23'

Big
! Lb

Cocoa

Picked
in
Rockland

Rice

2

1 Lb
Pkgs

2

No 2

15

No 1 Cen
Eabe

HOFFECKER'S

17'

Quelily

Tomatoes

Low
Priced

Genuine Monroe

Cheese

SPECIALLY PRICED AT

Lb.

23'

MADE RIGHT HERE IN MAINE I

Cent

19

Sunshine
Assorted Dix:c
An
Aitor<m«nt

New Englander Cigars
Nation-Wide Cigars

Eech

Eech

5‘

10c

REALLY WORTH THE PRICE

of
Delicious
Marshmallow Cakes

3 Kinds

20« LB

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

PRINTING
Permit us to create
a personality ln your
printing work . . . such
personality as you would
prefer in the human
salesman that you would
employ.

Wc plan and print
. . . booklets, inserts,
sales bills, broadsides,
announcements, office
and factory forms and
supply estimates on a
competitive basis.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND DISTRICT

Every-OtKer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 17, 1933

1ETY.
In addition to personal notes n-gardIna departures and arrivals this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent bv mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .................. . ........... 170 or 794

The Rubinstein Club meets Priday
afternoon at 2.15 at the Universalist
vestry When a program on "Franz
Jasef Haydn—Beethoven His Friend
and Mozart His Teacher" will be pre
sented by Miss Alice Erskine.

Mrs. Ruth O. Bird and son Chris
topher who have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. H. O Gurdy for the holiday
season have returned to Mont
clair, NJ.

Mr. and Mrs. Albra Perry have
closed their home at The Highlands
and are occupying John Burns' apart
ments on North Main street while Mr
I and Mrs. Bums are ln Florida for
several weeks.

Tlie O.T. Club met Wednesday
evening with Miss Susan Spear,
Mrs. J. A. Jameson was hostess to
Talbot avenue. Mrs. Edith Hallowell tlie Cardinal Club Saturday after
noon.
registered the highest score.
Swantika Club met Friday eve
ning with Mrs. Vivian Kimball,
High street, honors going to Mrs.
Lettie Cross, Mrs. Viva Kalloch, and
the consolation to Mrs. Altena
Thompson.

Mrs. W. Frank Thomas of Warren
has been caring for her daughter.
Mrs William L. Gregory, and grand
son Carleton Oregory. at The High
lands. during a siege of grippe.

Page Seven

Card Room of Mrs. Alan L. Bird
Second Floor Front

—

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

OPENING WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 18 - 2 P. M.
Mrs. Bird holds the highest Culbertson diploma and
having attended the recent Culbertson Convention
possesses all the advanced rules and changes in Com
k tract which will be in the Culbertson 1933 Blue Booh

Miss Harriet Bird has returned
Starting Ladies' Duplicate Tournament
Instruction By Appointment
The Cor jregational Missionary So I from 10 days' visit with Mrs. J. C.
Reservations by Telephone—I 142 or 228
ciety meets with Mrs. J. E. Stevens, | Curtis in Camden.
Class of four, 75c each
Talbot avenue, Wednesday at 3
Price
$2.00
four
afternoons
of
play
Class
of eight or more, 50c each
Chlckawaukie
Chapter,
Delphian
o'clock. Mrs. Rounds is program
leader and Mrs. Alfred Murray, Society, meeting Thursday afternoon
Tables (without instruction) for the afternoon,
with Mrs Beulah Allen at the Copper
assisting hostess.
Gentlemen’s Tournament
$1.00 each
Kettle, had Miss Caroline Jameson as
Price $2.50 five evenings of play
Private Instruction
Miss Francis Dobbins. Mrs. Mary leader and "Italian Art to the End
Skaye. Miss Lois Libby and Mrs. cf the Great Periods of Painting."
Ochea Sidensparker of the Senter Arsigned topics were: Lesser Vene
Crane force have been absent from tian Painters, Mrs. Sadie Leach;
Brauner's Estimate of Correggio. Mrs.
their duties because of illness.
Ella 8. Bird; Bayllss’ Estimate of Cor
The Rounds Mothers' Class meeting reggio. Mrs. Helena Fales; PostRenascence of Italian Painting, Mrs.
Is postponed until further notice.
Suella Sheldon; Whistler's Theory of
Francis McAlary. who did such a Painting, Mrs. Llzette Emery. In the
good chore on the freshman football study of pictures, the various Ma
High up on the side of Dodges
Miss Prances Dobbins who is having
it at several points by Victrola selec- 1
team at University of Maine, is play donnas were given by Mrs. Allen and Mountain the “Little Red Lantern"
| ward; executive committee, Fred
MISSION CIRCLE
WALDOBORO
tions. Her paper was most compre
ing left guard on the freshman bas the Adoration bv Mrs. Carrie Palmer. gleamed without a rival Thursday a vacation from the Senter Crane
I Scott.
hensive and illuminating.
A pleasing program followed by
ketball team, and continuing his The usual routine of questions and night, and only two members fell by .‘ tore, has gone to Washington to visit
Mrs.
Daniel
Winchenbach
who
has
1 her sister.
Universalist Workers Report Owing to the illness of the Mis
general discussion clcsed the after
supper was served at the close of the
good work.
the
wayside.
The
evening
was
spent
been
spending
several
weeks
in
noon session.
Circle quartet, no special musi
work. Mrs. Isadore Hoffses chairman
in the usual manner. The time of the
Busy Season—The Story sion
has returned home.
cal numbers were given, and' Mrs Thomaston
j of the committee. About a hun
Willis I. Ayer who had a brifcX fur
next meeting has been changed as There will be circle supper at the
Miss
Marcia
E.
Blaney
spent
Wed

The weekly card party of the BPW the members were getting too close to Universalist Church tomorrow at 3.
Angelica Glover read two hymns, one nesday with relatives in Bath.
dred members and guests were pres
lough on account of grippe, is again
of Mrs. Livermore
by Mrs. Livermore entitled “Jesus.
ent.
standing off the hecklers at the store. Orb takes place Thursday evening at the sign. All members must watch with Mrs Grace Rollins as c.iaiiman
Funeral
services
for
Marcus
H.
P S. His vocal powers were not in the home of Mrs. Maud Hallowell. closely for the ray of the lantern this
The January meeting of the Uni- What Precept Is Like Thine?" and Creamer, 50. who died Jan. 9 were
by Rev. A. A. Livermore,
Pleasant street, with Mrs Hallowell week.
jured.
venallst Mission Circle, held at the another
from the chapel. West Waldo NORTH WALDOBORO
written as a hymn for the com held
and Mrs. Emma Carver as hostesses,
A young wife, wishing to announce
boro. Wednesday afternoon. Rev. A.
home
of
Mrs
Etta
Stoddard,
brought
munion
service.
The
meeting
closed
P°glfter cj Deeds Albert Winslow oil
the birth of her first child to a friend
G Davis, piastor of the Methodist
Mrs. Evie Moreiun Studley attend
Mrs. Elmer Brown who has been
out 15 members despite the icy side with the Mizpah benediction.
was again on duty at his office yester
Margaret. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. guest of relatives in this city, has re in a distant city, telegraphed;
Church officiating. Mr. Creamer is ed services at the M. E Church here
day after being confined to the house Augustus B. Huntley of The High
walks and the prevailing epidemic
"Isaiah
9:6."
Which
passage
be

survived
by
a
widow,
three
children,
Sunday morning
most of the week with a brdnehial lands .recently celebrated her 6th turned to her home in Nortli Haven gins, "For unto us a child ts born, of grippe Mrs. Stoddard was assist
three sisters and a Mother.
Ray Matthews of Rockland was a
trouble.
birthday by entertaining a group of
unto us a son is given.”
The
past
grand
and
past
noble
business caller in this place Thurs
ed by Mrs. Clara Smith and Mrs.
The lesson in civics for the Wom
playmates in a most charming man
grands
association
will
meet
in
War

day.
Her friend, not familiar with the Alice Pish.
Managers for the play to be given ner. Games and Jollification were an's Educational Club meeting Priday Scriptures, said to her husband:
ren, Jan. 18. Supper as usual.
Mrs. Mildred Walter who has been
After luncheon the time was spent
by the Junior class in connection with topped off by refreshments served will be Chapter 35
ill the past two weeks Is much im
“Margaret evidently has a boy who until 2J0 In relief sewing. Miss Alice
the ccming Kippy Kurnival have beer, from a table with pink and white
proved at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs I. E. Simpson of Beech weighs nine pounds and six ounces,
elected thus: Business, Natalie Jones, decorations. The birthday cake with
Granges Install Officers
Raymond Borneman and family of
Fuller. presid-*.t. conducted the de
assisted by Eleanor Tibbetts and Wal its six blazing candles was the center street had as Sunday guests Mr. and but why on earth did they name him
-K-a
*■
-votional exercises, and the usual
A triple installation of the officers Warren were at Elva Bomeman's
Isaiah?"—The Congregationalist.
ter Barstow; stage. Richard Thomas, of attraction.
Margaret received Mrs Alvah Clements of Castine.
of Maple Grange of North Waldo Sunday.
• routine business of the society was
assisted by Burton Bickmore; elec many nice gifts. Her guests were
Mrs. Eva Wright and Della BornChapin Class meets this evening
boro, Progressive Grange. Winslow’s
trician, Norman Stanley; costume Lucille Mank, Dorothy Harden, Eliza
; transacted. Two members of |ihe
FAITH
Mills, and Meenahga Grange was Leimer left Saturday for Reading,
mistress, Constance Snow; properties, beth Sawyer, Beverly Rogers. Hart with Miss Ellen J. Cochran at “The In spite of the Leaders
who fall to lead. calling committee reported 16 calls
Bicknell"
held in the local Grange hall last Mass., where they will spend the re
Bernard Crockett. Sophie Cohen and well and Albert Dowling.
In spite of Bribery. Oraft and Oreed;
made the previous meeting; the
Tuesday evening. The Installing of mainder of the winter with relatives.
In spite of the men. who. day by day.
William Glover; advertising, Fred
Irving Bucklin was a caller at Wal
Mrs. Frank Moon of Portland who Pile on the taxes we have to pav,
ficers were County Deputy Lydia B
' chairman of the philanthropic com
erick Merritt: head usher, Doris Her
Miss Ruth Rogers was i.ostess to
I still believe In the U. S. A.
been visiting relatives in this city,
Morse and the following staff: Mar lace Achorn's Saturday.
mittee reported several Christmas
bert; ushers, Eleanor Tibbetts. Luella the 8. T. Club Priday evening with has
and who was with her aunt. Miss Ma
shals. Marguerite Orff. Leola Mank,
Sr.ow. Ruth Gregory, Hulda Smith, bridge and luncheon at her home on bel Holbrook for 10 days returned In spite of the note with Interest Due,
gifts of a financial nature to the
Florence Smith;
aides. Beulah
BREMEN
In spite of the Income cut In two.
Sophie Cohen. Hazel Vasso. Elzada Amesbury street. Honors were won Sunday.
needy of the parLsh; 22 Christmas
ln spite of the Bond that falls to pay.
Mank. Rena Smith; emblem bear
North. Virginia Connon and Con by Mrs. Wesley Thurston. Mrs. Har
In spite of the Dividend gone a-stray’
ers, Ida Weymouth. Elsie Lawson;
messages were sent to the sick, shutAstor Creamer recently cut his foot
I still believe ln the U. 8. A.
stance Snow The play chosen is old Horrocks and Mrs. A. B Huntley.
B. S. Gregory of Gler.cove is 111 with
chaplain. Lena Miller; pianist. Olive quite badly while chopping wood.
I ln and absent members of thc par"The Automatic Butler." a sparkling
In
spite
of
the
Gang
and
the
Racketeer.
Shuman; soloist, Lyndon Lawson;
bronchial pneumonia.
W. C. 8tudley has been visiting in
' iflh. by the cheerful letter writer; the
comedy.
Hell-fire whisky and weak-kneed beer;
The meeting of the itooevik Club
tableaux. Maude Mank Much praise Portland.
of the lawyer who knows the work committee reported 11 nightraheduled for this afternoon has been ! The telephone kept Charles C. In spite
was given the installing team for
way
Louise Shuman has employment ln
' gowns, eight dresses and six .nairs ol
Rev H. R. Wicshenbnugh is con postponed until Tuesday of next week Wotton busy yesterday morning and To serve
the crooks by the Law's delay. bloomers made and given to the Red
their effective work, and which was i Camden.
sidering an invitation to deliver a when Mrs. Gertrude Boody will en as a result of the conversation which
I still believe in the U. S. A.
heightened by the colorful costumes
Mrs John Bams has returned home
1 Cross and two comforters tacked and
Memorial Day address in Whitefield tertain at a noon luncheon.
worn.
went back and forth over it he will In spite of the Banks and Frozen Loans— given to needy tam.ilies.
from Brooklyn, N. Y.
iafternoon) and Windsor <night).
Frozen
as
hard
as
the
Arctic
stones.
Officers of Maple Grange are:
referee the basketball game between
Hon. Forrest Bond was re-elected
Mrs. Mary Livermore, imperson
of the cotton we hold today.
Cwing to the grippe epidemic there Castine and Farmington Normal In spite of
Master, Lyndon Lawson; overseer, by the Legislature as councilor for
the wheat we’ve stored away. ated by Miss Caroline Jameson
Are you Interested ln the happen were not enough members of the Schools next Saturday, and ’wo more InI spite
George Benner; lecturer, Leola this district.
still believe ln the U. 8. A.
mad? her appearance in a quaint
ings of 1908? That's the year now Junior Harmony Club present Friday games in Ellsworth, March 1 and 8.
Mank; steward, Virgil More, Jr.;
Thomas Yeaton is home from a
DClng reviewed in our Twenty-Five evening for a meeting, so Mrs. Leola There is probably no better basket- In spite of the hell we're passing through costume of the 80's, which accentu
assistant steward, Homer Carroll; fishing trip.
ated the slight resemblance which
There's still a fight in me and you:
Year' Ago department.
Ncyts. counselor, has called a special oall authority in the 8tate than Mr. It may be hard, but we ll find a way— she bears to that famous woman.
chaplain, Margaret Newbert; treas
meeting for this Priday at 6 15. hop Wotton. and his absolute impartiality It's bound to help. If you grin, and say Miss Jameson presented, in first perurer, Edwin Miller; secretary. Ora
“I still believe In the U 8. A."
Members of the American Legion ing for better luck.
dell Stahl; gate keeper, Jasper
brings him much in demand.
—Author unknown. json. the story of her life. Illustrating
will be interested to know that the
Storer; Ceres, Elsie Law on; Pomona,
NOW ON!
national commander, Louis Johnson,
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
Addle Benner; Flora, Phyllis Lud
Follow The Crowds To
will visit Gov. Brann Feb 16. and will Veterans meets tomorrow night
wig; lady assistant steward, Evelyn
probably address the Legislature.
Emlt'ii; executive committee, Foster
Circle supper at 6 o'clock will be in
BLACKINGTON S
charge of Mrs. Sadie Thomas and
You don’t have to be a screen star, Mank, D. O. Stahl.
The city building reclaimed two Mrs. Josephine Lothrop
Progressive Grange: Master. Earl
Huge Markdown Sale
you know, to have a glamorously
grippe victims yesterday—Patrolman
This is the Greatest Value Giving
” DESERTS SOCIETY FOR ART
lovely complexion! This most com Day; overseer, Morris Hilton; lec
McIntosh and Percy Dinsmore of the
turer. Ethel Hilton; steward. Arthur
Miss Clara Fuller of Boston is the
pelling of all feminine charms can be Spear;
Event in Many Years
Ccniral fire station crew
treasurer, John Benner; sec
guest cf her sister. Mrs Gladys Mills
yours
if
you
just
follow
Hollywood's
Get Your Share!
retary. Robert Palrbrother; a.slstanl
Warren street, who Is ill.
simple, inexpensive care.
The departure from Rockland of
steward, Richard Ralph; gate keeper.
Vance Norton left a vacancy in the
“Guard complexion beauty, and Thuriow Vannah; chaplain. Lulu
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Douglas are con
office of drum major in the Winslow- fined to their home by grippe.
Ceres.
Helen
Spear;
you can be attractive at any age,” Jackson;
Holbrook drum corps. O-rai*I Wishsays Claire Windsor, whose beautiful Pomona. Carrie Day; Flora. Lizzie
WED.-THURS.
man now wields the baton. *1 ‘
Medford iMass.) Mercury: Mr. and
complexion has won thousands of Benner; lady assistant steward,
Beulah
Day;
executive
committee,
Mrs. Alden Hayden of 44 Emery
hearts. “We screen stars know the
I atoned al I hr bottom. The* I
The annual open meeting of thc street, Medford, are today celebrating
secret of fresh youthful skin ... I use tor three years, Roland Creamer.
pin a brlirr job. ia a place where
Shakespeare Society was held last ! their 57th wedding anniversary at
Meenahga Orange: Master, Her
they didn't have Mwdiwl on the
Lux Toilet Soap regularly, and it keeps bert Johnson; overseer, Edith Leven
evening at the Copper Kettle with their home. Both enjoy good health
floor. Wow I’m a alar wilh my
my skin in wonderful condition!”
25 members, one alumna Miss Harriet The event will be celebrated quietly,
saler; lecturer, Mildred Dusward;
name io light* ... a name that**
M. Bird and two guests. Miss Hattie a small group of neighbors and
steward,
A
P
Jackson;
assistant
Of the C91 important Hollywood ac
been dragged III rough I hr mad
Vc ? Hall of Augustaand Miss Nicker friends, taking part. Mr. and Mrs.
steward.
Ralph
Jackson;
chaplain,
tresses, including all stars, 686 use fra
from Second Aienue lo Broad
son. present. The Porch was made Hayden, who are the same age. 85
Katherine Mack; treasurer, Mrs. A
grant white Lux Toilet Soap to keep P. Jackson; secretary, Ethel Camp
way. All 1 get ool of II ia gtillrr
additionally attractive by email round years, were married in Rockland. Me
and *ham. and they lake away
their complexions smooth, alluring. bell; gate keeper, Sidney Creamer;
tables, daintily spread, and lighted by but came to Medford 27 years ago.
my baby! Figure lhal ooe owl!
Try the Beauty Soap of the Stars Ceres. Isadore Hoffses; Pomona,
candles. Tlie guests were served a They have two sons both married. F
for just a month. Watch your skin Esther Gross; Flora. Edna Creamer;
.‘teak dinner and the expressions of S. Hayden of Keene. N. H., and Ar
satisfaction were general. The guest thur R. Hayden of Lebanon, N. H..
grow temptingly smooth and soft!
lady assistant steward, Doris Dusspeaker was Miss Anna Coughlin who
was presented by the president. Mrs.
A meeting of the Methebesec Club
Kate Derry. Miss Coughlin's address was held at the Central Maine Power
Lad as its title "Shelf, Binding and rooms Friday with Mrs. Grace
WEDNESDAY.THURSDAY
Ecok." treating Normandy ln the Daniels, Mrs. Addie Small and Miss
13th century as the shelf, the ex Lucy Rhodes acting as hostesses. The
terior of Chartres Cathedral as the president, Mrs. Angelica Glover, pre
binding, and the message of the mag sided. and in the absence of the sec
nificent interior with Its wealth of retary Mrs. Beach. Miss Caroline
stained glass, sculpture and carvings Jameson acted pro tern. The usual
as the book which strove to express Order of business was transacted.
the- great struggle of the Unite mind The treasurer announced that the
to grasp and compass the infinite. last payment to the Foundation Fund
Mi;s Coughlin took her audience on a had been made. Mrs. Ruth Ellingtour of the library shelves of Italy, wood's name was substituted for Mrs.
Spain, Germany, Prance and Eng Irene Moran's as chairman of the
land. mentioning outstanding person program committee. One new mem
ages and historical events pertaining ber was introduced, Mrs. Anna Nel
thereto, bringing them finally lo son. and a rising vote of thanks was
WOMAN TO CONDUCT
Normandy and the wonderful and given her for the artistic manner ln
SYMPHONY: Antonio
world renowned Chartres Cathedral, which she has dressed a doll in Nor
Brico is soon to make her
her description of which fascinated wegian peasant costume for the State
debut at the celebrated
her hearers and gave rise to univer Federation collection. The president
Prom the reeking dliei of the
Metropolitan Opera House
sal regret that she did not speak introduced Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson
half world to the shimmering
in New York, not as a
longer. She was given a rising vote
Great
White Way.. she’t gor
singer—but as a conductor
of thanks. Miss Hattie Vose Hall who who spoke briefly and most interest
geous’ See her in the dramanc
ingly
of
her
work
with
the
children
of a symphony orchestra
was thc guest of Mrs E. P. Glover, by
heart-cry o/a million mothers.
I of two hundred pieces.
special request that she read some of cn Tillson avenue. At the conclusion
of
her
remarks
she
was
given
a
rising
her poems responded with "A Health
To Maine," “Blue Penobscot Bay." vote of thanks by the members. Mrs
SINGIN' SAM ANO HIS NEW AUTO—
“The Woods," "Stars of the North," Lenora Cooper, the chairman of thc
MM
and “Mount Desert." to the delight of day's program, took charge of UnSingm' Sam not only gives away a new
IOIL M< C R I A
meeting
and
gave
a
geographical
the company. It was an evening of
1933 Pontiac Straight Eight automobile
RAUL LUKAS
sketch of Africa's West Coast, using
much pleasure.
every time he broadcasts but also rides in
D ecfrd bjr George Cuior Iran ifie ploy
a large map and a number of geog
by luctj Brooder
one. Here he is inspecting his new Pontiac.
Jig Saw Puzzles for sale, to rent, raphies by which to Illustrate her
David O Sel/rvck, execufree producer
talk.
Mrs.
A.
J.
Murray
gave
an
In

or cut to your order. Rental. 25
•KO-PATHE PICTURE
cents per week. H. L. Mason, Main teresting description of Upper Guinea
street. Tel. 104.
6’7 and Mrs J. F. Cooper read a papier,
NOW SHOWINO
equally Interesting, written by Mrs.
“MADAME BUTTERFLY”
G. B Davis, descriptive of Lower
Guinea. Miss Caroline Stanley pre
with
sented a most enlightening and com
NOW ON!
SYLVIA SIDNEY
prehensive papier on Angola and thc
Follow The Crowds To
THREE NEW YORK GOVERNORS AT
British Congo Mrs. Mary Peiry Rich
Home of Paramount Pictures
INAUGURATION: Presidentelect
gave
an
Illuminating
talk
on
Cur

BLACKINGTON’S
Franklin D. Roosevelt and retiring Gov
rent Events in the United States dur
ing the past two weeks, while Miss
ernor of New York, Governor Herbert
Huge Markdown Sale
H. Lehman and Alfred E. Smith, Roose
This is the Greatest Value Giving Ellon Daly read a magazine article by
Frank Symonds entitled “The Pros
velt's predecessor as governor and as
Event In Many Years
pects of 1933." The meeting was t'len
Democratic candidate for President in
Get Your Share!
adjourned to meet with Mrs. Etta
Shows at 2.00, 6.30, 19»
Albany for Lehman’s inauguration.
Stoddard, Jan. 27.

Thursday, January 19th, 2.15 P. M.

Friday, January 20th, at 7.30 P. M.
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HE PLAYED GOD WITH THE
BEASTS OF THE JUNGLE!.
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INDIANS CHEWED IT

Greater Freedom
from COLDS

VINES

Let us see what Society was doing
in my native village fifty years ago,
according to "Dad's” diary.
Jan. 1, 1883.—Very fine day. Will
Sheerer’s horse won the race on the
marsh in the afternoon Mamie
Pierson had a party in the eve.
Party at Fuller's hall. (Incidentally
I kept a diary and I find I was also
present and staid until 10.30 p. m.»
Jan. 3. 1883.—A party of ten
couples went from here to East
Union today. They will have a cold
time of it.
Jan. 10, 1883—H. F. Kalloch and I
went to the Meeting House and
sawed wood part of forencon. then
went to Mr. Vinal’s (the minister)
and sawed wood for him for a while.
Jan. 24—H. F. Kalloch and I went
to the Meeting House and sawed one
cord of wood. (All this wood-saw
ing was without money and without
price. The Deacon and Dad were
willing to do tt. and the other folks
were willing they should).
Jan. 25—Clear and cold. Snowed
•:ome last night. H. F. Kalloch and I
cleared sidewalk from R Long's to
Davis Bros. (Willing workers, wood
or snow). Went to Fuller's hall about
10 a. m. to prepare for Masonic in
stallation. There were about 100
present. Services by PM Wor.
Whitney Long. Refreshments by the
ladies and oyster stew. etc. (prcbably
pickles). Had a good time generally
Home at 12 p. m. (And the present
generation knows nothing in regard
to Fuller's hall. If there was a "Hot
Time in the Old Town Tonight" you
would usually flnd it there, ^nd if
it was a dark night, and muddv. it
Put your family on Vicks Plan was a fine place to get to without
for better Control-of-Cold«. a taxi).
Jan. 26—Clear and cold this
In extensive clinical tests, this
unique Plan has reduced the morning; below zero Went over to
hall at 7 a. m. and built a fire and
number, duration, and costs commenced to clean up and wash
of colds by half!
dishes. Did not get through till
noon
•
And now for the Oreat Society
CUTS YOUR "COLDS-TAX"
Event of the Winter Season.
Feb. 12. 1883—Clear with strong
Snowed some
“A visit to Boston. Mass.. and Hotel northerly breeze.
Bellevue is similar to scenes found during the night, snow blowing
Went up to Mr. Vinal’s this forenoon
in Europe."
and shoveled the snow from his
wood-pile. This afternoon 42 met
and sawed and split and put in the
barn four cords of wood* and it was
done in less than two hours. This
eve some 100 or more met at his
house (Mr. Vinal's) and left him
quite a sum of money.
You can't tell us Old Timers that
there wasn't something doing at the
Harbor 50 years ago
Our dear New England poet Whit
tier well expresses my thoughts as
I read thc entries io "Dad's" diaries.

MANGER
500

The worldling's eyes shall gather dew.
Dreaming In throngful city ways
Of winter Joys his boyhood knew;
And dear and early friends—the few
Who yet remain—shall pause to view
These Harbor pictures of old days

ROOMS
With BATH

Boze

Somerville, Mass.
U EXTRA HUSON

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM

•“I understand you've got your di
vorce. Mandy. Did you get any ali
mony from your husband?"
"No. Mrs. Jones, but he done give
me a first-class reference."—Elks
Magazine.

IE W. R Grace, romantic old
sailing vessel of the "Down
Easter" days, will again make the
trip from New York to San Fran
cisco. This time, however, she will
not proceed by sail but will make the
voyage on the newest of modern
ships to ply between our eastern and
western seaboards.
In startlingly true-to-life form thia
graceful sailing vessel has been re
produced by Charles R. Patterson,
noted marine artist, in a large mural
painting ln the dining room of the
new Grace Liner, "Santa Paula,”
which makes her maiden voyage from
New York January 7th to California
and the Pacific Northwest, via Ha
vana. Panama, and the Central
Americas.
The W. R. Grace, a main skysailyard three-deck ship, built in Bath,
Maine, in 1873. was 218 ft. long, 42
ft. wide, and registered 1893 tons.
She was named after William R,
Grace, founder of W. R Grace & Co.
—an organization which for almost
three quarters of a century has been
active in the development of trade
routes between New York and Cali
fornia. On the twelve runs the W. R.
Grace made to San Francisco by way
of Cape Horn, her fastest time was
115 days.
The first commander of the W. R.
Grace was Captain Dudley O. Black
of Searsport. Maine, an outstanding
example of the finest type of mer
chant navigator. Captain Black, be
fore his death In 1882. completed
seven round trips in her command.
He was succeeded by Captain Joseph
W. Wsllnut. who remained in com
mand until the "W R. Grace" met
her fate along with about 36 other
vessels in a terrific hurricane near
Lewes, Delaware, in September, 1889.
with all hands saved.
Today ships are no longer at the
complete mercy of the elements for
their speed and their safety. Crews
no longer wage a lone battle against
wind and storm ' Modem science has
W. R. GRACE
come to. their rescue with powerful
engines, improved types of navigat have transformed the ocean voyage
ing equipment, scores of safety de into a more or less casual a (Tai?, and
vices. radio and wireless systems, made cruising the favorite method of
and countless other devices which travel.

T

An article on 'pruce gum which j
recently appeared in The Courier- j
Gazette attracted a deal of attention
—so much so that Moor's drug store,
which it largely concerned, has re
ceived orders from remote parts ol ’
the country.
In the little town of Monson, ln the '
heart of the big woods. 15 miles south
of Mccsehead I ake. is located Mnlne's
spruce gum factory, a surviving plant
of what at cne time was a flourishing ]
Industry ln the Pine Tree State
Harry Davis, the owner of thc factory,
while at present operating on a
newhat limited scale, manag??
keep the wheels turning on the order?
'•e receives from all over the United 1
States. Time was. Mr. Davis says, 40 J
or 50 years ago. when the annual i
cruce gum crop in Maine amounted j
o 150 tons worth the tidy sum of
“,300 000. Today the output runs
from four to six tons and the valup
at about $20,000.
The decline of the spruce gum busi
ness is ascribed by Mr. Davis to th? I
•pewing popularity of other varieties ;
:f chewing gum and to the depiction
of first-growth spruce by the pulp
mills. The finest quality of gum is
that which oczes in golaen blobs from !
the bark Of old spruce trees; tha) ■
which is found on young spruces is of
j irferior quality, having a large pro; pot tion of balsam, and requirin';
1 precessing tn order to make it fit fo
market. With the shortage of gcod
-pruce gum and the limited demand
Mr. Davis is forced to manufacture
chicle gums himself to aid in keeping
his factory working. Nevertheless,
there will be a demand for sprue?
gum for a long time to come. Mr
C?.vis opines, lor there is no mastica
tory like the product of the spruce
to one who was raised in Maine and
i 'till has the odor of its evergreens in
his nostrils.
• • • •
While the principal demand Is from
druggists, orders are continually be
ing received from remote parts of the
country from former "State o
Mainers" whose mouths still water for
a fragrant chew of real spruce gum
Indians were chewing gum in
that grates more agreeably under their The
America before Columbus set sail
bootsoles than that of their native lcross the seas, according to Mr
state.
Davis. They chewed it as an aid to
The literature of these regions has digestion—and who ever heard of an
torn very’
’’ Indian" with“digestion? ‘ it'was “from
the aborigines that the white man

UNCLE DUDLEY’S TRIBUTE
(Continued from Page One'

Used Before Columbus' Day
Spruce Gum Still Has Its
Devotees

< T°° ’

Mr°*Aut'c BRAKES !

FLOAT'"6
HAS

SETS A NEW STYLE !

ttREj »
.Mt

THC B£ST S,X
°CC <V« BUILT !

w

MEYER

CONGRATULATIONS. MR.CHRYSLER!
CONGRATULATIONS. DODGE!"
Only the combined genius of Walter P. Chrysler and the Dodge
Organization could have built this big Nere Dodge Six at such a price!
ORLD-FAMOUS AUTHORITIES — national

matic.* No grinding of gear*, no noise. They're

asked to see and test the amazing New Dodge
Six ... And how they raved I
“Congratulations, Mr. Chrysler I" “ Congratu
lations, Dodge!” From everywhere came the same
enthusiastic acclaim.
Only tha combined genius of Walter P. Chrysler
and the great Dodge organization could have built
auch a sensational car at such an unbelievably
low price.
Sit behind the wheel of this new Dodge Six)
A mile • minute in second —like a shot in high.
And smooth at any speed. No vibration with
Floating Power engine mountings.
No clutch to bother with. It’s entirely auto-

You're safe in a Dodge, too. Secure. Mono
piece steel body. Double-drop, bridge-type frame.
Low center of gravity. Duplate safety plate glass
windshield . . . anti glare, shatterproof. And hy
draulic brakes! Always equalized, they stop on
a dims . . . less danger of skidding.
Go to a Dodge dealer today. Find out how
easily you can own thia new Dodge Six. Examine
it; give it the acid test See far yourself!

quiet in every speed, including reverse. Special
—as wall aa noted experts on
Wcalabritiss
"Oilite” springs with covert can't squeak.
speed, performance, beauty and value — were

DYER’S GARAGE
54 Park St., Rockland

• Automatic clutch optional. All cloaad modala mrtd for Tranadona Radio.

*&DODGE^ 595

have been built from the profits of the
lobster industry. There must have
been more going on In Penobscot Bay
once than there is now What U the
mo ur F.0.B.F*CTOn
WITH.FLOATING POWER
(Wl
DfTKOIT
I-. IS
» wa In .
Just pub. wa.
both
rLSSlW^pb”;
Costs so little more than the lowest-priced cars
lished by the Marine Research So lived the life and know the people. clans today. The many letters Mr
ciety cf Salem. Massachusetts: “Sail They write out of their fullness and Cavis has on file from M. D's all over
Dodge Six Coupe $595 . . Coupe *ith Rumble Seat $640 . . Salon
the stories smell of brine and kelp
Brougham $660 . . 4-Door Sedan (shown abore) $670 . . Convertible Coupe $695 . . All prices f. o. b. factory, Detroit j
ing Days On the Penobscot.” The It is like being invited into a stately he country, ordering gum for their
sea-blue cover with gilt lettering em old seaside mansion which one ha' patients, testify to this. Some people
write Mr Davis re-ordcring gum and
braces two books, one a racy narrative long admired from the outside What stating that they cannot get along
of life on the River and Bay as it were the people like who lived ln it? without it.
UNION HIGH SCHOOL
was in the old days, by George Was What did life mean to them? Where
The spruce gum season opens in
son; the other a record of vessels built did the money come from which bull' September and runs through until
there compiled by Lincoln Colcord and maintained such a house and June. All the gum is hand-picked Band Has 19 Members—A
A reader would be puzzled to say family? And where did the money The belt grade of clear gum is used
Radio Club—Basketball Is
which is the more entertaining, for go to? Why does the life of those as it is in its natural state." Mr Davis
TO STAY AT The LINCOLN
Mr. Colcord's Homeric "catalogue of maritime families of the early 19th says. “This gum is prepared in a
Lively
ships," with their names, builders, afid century seem so much more romantic perfect state by nature, but at presIS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
lates, rummaged out of documents than ours? This volume about Fe- ?nt you will find only about one piece
The band, under the leadership of
from which the dust had not been nobscot Bay is as an admission into in a hundred so prepared. The 99 Oeorge Law. held its flrst meeting
An interesting ceamepeliten atmosphere .
blown for nearly a century, is a family the family secrets of one of them. remaining pieces are refined gum. and
Cheerful reemt
Pleasant service . . Fine reihistory of the Bay. What names We are. so to speak, shown tbe por we do the best we can to prepare Thursday night. There are 19 pupils
taurante . . Mederetely Priced . . Around the
what fates! "Bark 'John Wesley, traits. account books, ships' logs, hem as nature prepared the one enrolled.
corner are theatres, dubs and glamorous Times
Mrs. Thomas has lent thc school a
521x128x30x15
Jeremiah Merithew. keepsakes, diaries, and daguerreo piece. That is what is commonly
Searsport, et al John Shirley, mas types of that elder generation and of known as manufactured gum.”
Square . . A perfect hotel fer the visiter . .
set ol Compton's Pictured Encyclo
ter builder. Lost on the coast ot some of its children
"The processing of gum is some pedias. The pupils appreciate this
Florida.” . . "Bucksport: 1905; Bark Such was the past of the Bay Wha’ what difficult. It means that the op- very much and will find them very
ROOM with BATH, RADIO
SIRVIDOR
•Roosevelt,' 654x182x36x16. Built by of its future? For guarantee there ?rs^tor must be informed as to the helpful.
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Isle of Pines, in 1821; crew landed on The 66th annual encampment of possible. After thc gum has rone
Wednesday there will be a boys
Bahia Honda after fight on board the Department of Maine. Grand through this process then the rest Is basketball game between Union and
pirate vessel; remained on the island Army of the Republic, will be held in simply molding (t into sticks and Washington at Union. There will i
eight days without food or water be Bangor June 14 and 15. headquarters packing in boxes of the desired size also be a girls' basketball gam? thc j
fore being picked up.” And so on for being at the Bangor House Allied etc. One man and four girls make same evening between two teams of ;
half a volume of the white oak and organizations which will hold their about 10.000 pieces a dav."
Union girls. The game begins at 8
o'clock.
tarred marline of Maine's maritime meetings at the same time in different
• • • •
• • • •
•
halls in the city include th? Son.-; of
history.
To
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the
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grad"
of
gum
Union Veterans and its auxiliary, the
• • • •
Union 18, Appleton 11
pickers,
mostly
old-time
woodsmen,
Woman's State Relief Corp,, the
Appleton boys played basketball at
A repeated sojourner in Penobscot Woman's National R?!ief Core thr go deep into the woods, sometimes
Bay will, if thrifty, pick up more Daughters of Union Veterans and the 150 miles, where they spend thc Win Union Jan. 10 with a score of 18-11
er. coming out in thc spring with in favor of Union. The visitors
good stories than he quite knows what Ladies cf the G AR
to do with, and they will have been The camDfire and ball will b? held hundreds of pounds of thc crude gum showed much improvement since thc
BEACON STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
told in the saltiest of sea-lingo Yankee as usual on Wednesday evening in This practice of gumming is quite In previous game. Union's second team
made
a
fine
showing
in
the
second
teresting,
and
dangerous
to
some
ex

dialects anywhere remaining on our Bangor City Hall. The parade of th“
coasts; told in voices mellowed and Cl A.R. and allied associations will tent, Mr. Djivis says. There arc many period when it made nine points of i
modulated by a gentle drawl which take place Thursday morning, and ales ot hardships and adventures en ‘.he final score.
for natural music excels the speech ot the Sons of Union Veterans will hold countered by these gum pickers
Union and Waldoboro Split
Located on Beacon
university, stage, or drawing room their 501 h anniversary celebration "There is one man on our staff of
Hill Next lo (he
A large crowd witnessed thc
It is rugged English beautifully Thursday evening at the City Hall. pickers who. I believe, is the oldest
Scare Houle
spoken.
Other features of the program have real gum picker in Maine.” Mr. Davis basketball game Jan. 6, between
continued "He has been at the work Waldoboio and Union boys, at Union
Such stories abound in Mr. Was not yet been announced
son's deftly written 200 pages of the The encampment and other con .Ince he was 13 years old. and now hr The home team won by one point,
book, and although Penobscot Bay. ventions were held in Rockland last is an aged man We receive gum the score being 18 to 17. Both teams
like a veteran reporter, has so many year, and the members of thc various from all over this State, and fTom played well and showed real sports
lively tales that it never repeats it patriotic bodies are still telling how New Hamp'hire. Vermont. New York manship.
JuM a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial,
January 6 brought a victory to the
and Eastern Canada."
self, there is a family resemblance . delightfully they were entertained.
and shopping centers.
Waldoboro
girls
when
they
defeated
Tht scenes of former logging operaamongst them, and even family
The circus was doing badly and j tions and blazed trails arc thc most the Union girls 40 to 20. This was
names keep turning up which must
be familiar to any frequenter of those funds sank lower and lower. At last i fruitful hunting grounds for the the flrst game that the Union girl'
waters—the Joyces of Swan’s Island, the cashier pinned up a notice an- spruce gum picker. The wou’.ds made have played and they did very well
the Calderwood' of Vinalhaven, the pouncing that in future salaries 1 in the bark of the spruce al.ow the zofisicznng the little experience
Rooms without bath,
up; with bath,
up
Haskells of Deer Isle, and so oil. For I would be paid as funds permitted resin to ooze through, where exposed which they have had.
The scores:
there are fanatics who hurry home I and that artists would be paid in the to the air it is transformed through
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
Union Boys
i
nature's mysterious alchemy into the
from Europe so as not to miss June or alphabetical order of names.
O
F
P
Next day Zero, the strong man, fragrant chewing gum for which so
September in Penobscot Bay: ard
1
7 I
many palates hanker. Wounds from Beckwith, rf ................. 3
there are Europeans who. standing called on the cashier.
__ 1
2
“I have come," he said, "to tell you borers, woodpeckers, squirrels, and Aho, If ...
on Mt. Battie, at Camden, have been
1
5,
lightning and frost cracks also allow Creighton, c ................... 2
heard to say. "They may have their that I have changed my name."
2'
2
Bay of Naples!”
Oh!” replied the cashier. ' And It to escape Experiments have been Cunningham, rg .......... 0
(1
0
Yet one can go to P?nobs??t Bay as what are you going to ca i youraell made in artificially wounding th? Hilt, lg ......................... o
0
0
C. Payson, lg ............. o
trees to make the resin exude.
often as he likes and always find it how?"
"Achilles."—Tit-Bits
brand new and be astounded afresh
18
To get pieces nigh on lh? trees
at its grandeur. Islands and villages
-I
Waldoboro Bovs
teem with stories, grave and gay, "A visit to T Wharf and Fishing some pickers carry a long handle with
sacred and profane, polite and undu- Pier is well worth while—Docks are a blade on the end and a bag attached
G F
?!
tlful, printable and absolutely un only ten minutes from Hotel Belle to the handle near the blade. Wh?n E. Achorn, rf................. 4
1
they chip on the nuggets they fal Piper, If .......................... 0
printable. Here romances can be spun vue in Boston. Mass."
1
into the bag. Mr Davis pays his pro. Leavitt, c ...................... 2
by one's own Imagination, or yarns
0
4
fe."!onal pickers about $5 a day. bu Heald. rg .....,............... 0
are spun by thc farmer-fishermen
0
0
few nowadays make more than $3 Kalb, rg ........................ 1
themselves, once they have been giv
0
2
In thc halcyon days ol thc spruce R. Achorn, lg................. 0
en proof that a rusticator knows his
1
1
gum business $10 a day was not unplace.
-I
H EN you’re | usual for a good picker. In former
The whole State of Maine, and es
17 .
nervous,
nervous, an»and- times, when old-growth spruces were Referee, Ingraham.
pecially Penobscot Bay, is one of the
mic and in need of a plentiful,
______ ,__
_ __ __of pure gum as
nuggets
• e e e
regions where the elder America re
blood tonic . . weight ] targe as marbles were common, and
mains. undiluted of blood, uncor
The
Girls'
Game
below normal,—per
occasionally they were found the siz
rupted of speech, undeprived of folk
baps stomach dis of hens' eggs "We don't find them
Union — Young rf, Cameron rf,
lore. To go up Into Northern New
tress, with indiges- that size today, though," Mr. Davis Simmons rf, Morine If, Niemi If, A.
; England, even from Massachusetts.
tion or gas — and says "Little lumps arc mostly all we Cummings, jc, Morton jc, Wallace sc,
! is to experience a sense as of having
feyou feci tired-outcan get The gum comes out on the Abbott ac, Hannan sc. Hawes, rg,
I come back home from a long distance,
■r and weak, follow trees rvery year. but as It keeps well Brock rg, Hart rg, Pckkancn lg, W.
perhaps from a somewhat foreign tht advitr ol Mrs.
William Srhllltz nt 117
land. Here is the Yankecdom of a Sprague Ave., Middletown, N. Y.. who aays: It does not pay the piokers to go over Cummings lg.
Waldoboro—Colwell rf, E. Lovejoy
"My
mother
always
a hottie of Dr.
(he same ground more than once In
century ago. before it was bled white Pierce's Golden MediralharlDiscovery
on hand
by Civil War and emigration to the in our home and I uaed it when I was in a five years. While spruce gum lovers rf, Anderson If, Benner jc, Creamer
West; here are the frank, friendly rundown condition, had no appetite, no en are still many, the other forms of sc, Burns sc, Ellis rg, B. Lovejoy lg.
Field goals, Young 2, Morine 7,
and it soon helped me. I found it bene chewing gum have become so popu
people unspoiled by big towns It is ergy.
ficial when I was nervous, loo."
lar," he concluded, “that there are Colwell 5. Anderson 12. Goals from
j rash to assume that they have not
Sold by druggists for the past 60 years.
thousands of young people today who fouls, Morine, Niemi, Colwell, An
seen the world. They mostly have.
Write lo De. Pierce'. Clink, Buffalo,
derson 3. Referee, Ingraham.
have never heard of spruce gmn!
But they have not found any granite TV. Y., for free medical advice.
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Has no place in the

scheme of things to-day
It’s VALUES that "elicit" with sensible people . . .
whether they are shopping (or an auto or vacation
facilities. That’s why so many wise (oiks have se
lected MIAMI as the spot (or a glorious winter
vacation . . . and thc VENETIAN as the greatest
hotel value in this area.
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from
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The high standard ol operation . . . service . . .
cuisine and furnishings that have long since estab
lished thc Venetian as the outstanding bay-(ront
hotel . . . have not been lowered one bit ... but,
the 1933 rates have . . . and herc s how . . .
Room with private bath, including 3 meals
daily,
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European plan if you desire.
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